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Pre f ace

ThefoI}owingisareportonapracticuminapplied
research. The tasks which it outlines relate to an exploratoty '

human service evaluation exercise' As such' unlike most reports of

practica, a study is descrtbed, rather than an actual hunan

service intervention.
By its nature, then, this report bears some similarity

to a thesis. There are some important differences, however' For a

staxt, lhe object of the practicum was to provide the writer an

opportunity to acquire skills in applied research' Thus the

report, while having the requirement to provide reasonably

coherent findings, is first of all mandated to describe

educationaÌ process and outcomes' The discussions on expected

benefitsandconclusions,then,relatetoeducatíonal'ratherthan
research, goaIs.

Second, during both the study's design and

implementation the writer enjoyed the benefit of working directly

withtvJoco.investigators--onefellowstudentandaproject
coordinator. This arrangement is not unì'que to practica' of

course. Students preParing theses may occasionally work on

research teans, and be responsible for one circunscribed portion

of a larger study. Rare1y, though, are the planning activities of

all investigators coincident, or as mutually influencing as theY



were in this study. In the manner of applied research¿ the writer

had central, but not exclusive, responsibility for one minor area

of the project, and at the same time was required to contribute

the study as a whole. This will account for occasional references

to certain elements of the larger project which were not directly

connected to the topic of this report.



chapter one

Practicrufl objectives

1.1 Aims of the Studt¡

The present study was performed in the context of a

broader research project focussing on coping and adaptation in

famiLies with disabled chitdren at home. In that project, a sampLe

of families was seLected on the basis of exemplary adjustment to

the circumstance of caring for a developmentally delayed infant.

Mothers and fathers were interviewed, with a view to uncovering

recurring themes in family organization and coping style. The

central goal of the study vras to generate testable hypotheses on

the origins of family strength. !.ihile the study was thus largely

exploratory, scale norms permitted some quasi-experimental,

betvreen-group comparisons .

The study examined a variety of dimensions of individual

and family functioning. Basic demographic information was

collected, as rdere data on the nature and magnitude of each

child's disability. As is often done in studies of families with

d,isabled children, child temperament was examined (by standard

measurement of motherst perceptions), and mothers vrere tested for

depression. Beyond this, both nothers and fathers were interviewed

on marital satisfaction, as well- as on patterns of family

functioning and coping style. Parents also described the impact

which the child had had on the f a¡nily, and gave accounts of their
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experiences vrith the professional helping sYstem'

This report describes findings on exLradomestic

organization, specifically, parents' social support networks'

Three structural characteristics of familiest social networks were

assessed.- - si ze, density (extent of association among network

members), and boundary density (overlap in membership of spousesr

networks). Further, using mothers as focal respondents, network

membership was examined as to dimensionafity (variety in support

provision), sex distribution, freguency of contact, relationship

(inthecaseoffamily),andlengthofrelationship(inthecase
of friends). Finally, standardized measures were used to test

motherst perceived sociaL support from family, and familiesr

ability to seek out and accept support in times of d'Íf f iculty'

L.2 Expected Educational Benefits

As mentioned, the objective of the practicum was to

provide experience in the planning and implementation of a study

in the human service field. r,¡]]iLe this posed few constraints on

the selectj.on of topics, it did present certain imPortant design,

andhenceeducational,requirements.Bythenatureofthestudy'
subjectswerecontactedonthebasisoftheirinvolvementina
particular socj.al service. The service itself was only a

peripheral object of interest to the research, and hence a formal

evaluability assessment vras not believed appropriate' sti1I, it

\¡ras necessary to review the servicets intake and recording
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procedures, in order to clarify general characteristics of the

sampling frame.

The involvement of the service had a direct bearing on

the study itself. While it was hoped that the study would yield

findings of ínterest to researchers working with families, it was

also necessary that it address direct concerns of service

providers, and most importantLy of respondents. It was important,

then, to learn means of consulting with involved parties, to

ensure that the studY would not fail on the basis of its being

irrelevant, or excessively intrusive. The instnrment which was

used. was quite long, and required respondents to disclose a good

deal of personal information. Discussions with service staff, and

with potential respondents during pretesting, provided valuable

informatÍon on how the instrument might be presented, and which

items might be added or modified.

The greatest shaxe of learning requirements centred on

research design and implementation. The study was performed by a'

team. Therefore it was necessary to participate in general

planning as to the relationships among the various measures, as

well as of administrative issues such as the scheduling of tasks,

budgeting and so on. Folfowing a review of relevant studies an

omnibus survey on socj.al support networks was prepared,

incorporating both standardized, measures and measures designed for

the study.

Supplementary instruction was required in the areas of

survey design, data analysis (particularly as it related to

f
)
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standard measures), pretesting procedures, and interviewing.
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Chapter Two

A Review of Lj.terature concerning
Stress, Coping, and Social SuPPort

'"'3:ìl;:å iili"?:;'l:ni:fi:"""

2.I Introduction

The task of assembling and describing a body of work

germane to the present study has proven a surprisingly ilifficuly

one. For a start, entering what on the face of it appears a

substantial literature, one quickly finds oneself hard pressed. to

find much in the way of direetly relevant research reports. Very

few investigators, it turns out, have chosen to co¡nbine a focus on

home care of mentally retarded chifdren with social networks and

social support.

worse, the research which does exist in this area does

not easily nest in any single, theoretical tradition. Rather, it

is the product of tlto histories. on the one hand, it represents

important innovation in network analysis; on the other, more

evidence of the role of general, parental coping in success of

home placement. By opting to describe it in the context of either,

one is forced to place diminished emphasis on a whole, broad base

of knowledge.

This section' then, contains an invariable bias, perhaps

to its detriment. The choice is made to refrain from substantially

reviewing the broad.er netvrork literature. This is not done
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arbitrarily. fn an important sense, within the literature on

social networks and social support, home care of mentally retard,ed

children is essential-ly a case study. That is/ there is nothing

inherent in the network literature which specifically requires

that home care be investigated.

the converse, however, is clearly not so' The history of

research into family care of mentally retarded children reveals an

increasing, if begrudging, acknowledgement of the importance of

complex, social systems. Research into sociaL networks and social

support in families of mentally retarded children has therefore

flov¿ed far less from an interest in network analysis per se, than

from very real faiLures in models which traditionally have ignored

network variables.

This review, then, focusses principally on the history

of famify care research, and secondarily on the probable role of

sociat networks and social support in that highly specialized,

social environment.

There is little argfument that the family is central

among the resources avaifable to mentally retarded children'

Despite the vagaries of public sentiment, in fact, the family in

North America has always provided the greatest sheer quantity of

services to the overwhelming preponderance of this Population

(Farber L968:187). In contrast, it is a far less straightforward

matter to actually demonstrate the benefits which accrue from that
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resource. This is so for a variety of reasons, among them that the

criteria which require to be invoked are multid'imensional . \4e are

speaking of values, as they pertain to human, social phenomena.

And thus it is never possible to delimit the global question:

t'benef ici-aI to whom. . . and in what t'ray?"

Moreover, at this particular, historic juncture, we are

speaking of phenomena which are neither remotely static, nor free

of controversy. More so than in any other period, mental health

professionals in recent years have advocated the expanded use of

family over institutional care (Willer, Scheerenberger, and

Intagliata 19?8), citing not just an amalgam of known ethical,

fiscat, and therapeutic benefits, but hl¡pothetical- ones as we1I.

Their arguments have been given effect by Iaw. Throughout the

course of the community mental health movement major court

decisions, one after another, have calIed for tleast restrictiver

treatment modalities and environments for mentally retard.ed

persons (Morris and. Brown L983; Katz-Garris and Garris 1983).

Accordingly, social planners have become increasingly willing to

explore community-based service options. And as their willingness

has translated into action, albeit in disparate ways' the fuII

scope of family care benefits has only gradually, and

incompletely, been revealed.

All the while, apprehension as to the supposed perils of

the process has radiated f¡om public, scientific, and human

service constituencies. Notably, there has always been uneven

conmitment to the verY planning principle which seeks to bring
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family care benefits to fuII fruition: the principle of

normalization. This historical anxiety requíres at least brief

discussion, since in a sense it has traditionally helped define

the practical limits of family care. That is, the freedom of such

benefits to be realized has always been linked to the percej'ved,

potential workabtlity of normalizing programnes. Some forms of

opposition to the concept have faded, and thus benefits which

could not have obtained fonnerly now do. others are seemingly

intractable, And vJhether valid or not, it is likely that they will

have important influence on family carets achievements '

Most succinctly defined in the work of Wolfensberger

(19'12¡ 1980a; 1980b), the principle of normalization addresses the

usage of segregating care, care of the sort vrhich promotes

abstention from natural living patterns and environments. IL is a

planning principle in human management, a kind of globa]

prograrmatic directive, v¡hich in the broadest sense is informed by

two prernises. The first of these is that mental well-being is

nourished. by lifelong ínvolvement in normal social interaction'

The second, a corollary, is that the disabling impact of

impairment is enhanced by the pejorative, and therefore isolating'

perceptions of those not afflicted.
In reLation to both these premises, care which utilizes

social isolation is considered problematic a priori; both direct,

iatroqenic effects, and social stigma, are said to proceed from

it. As a remedy, the normalization principle urges "utilization of

means which are as culturally normative as possible in order to
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estabfish and./or maintain personal behaviours which are as

culturally normative as possible" lI9'12:28). Here, a formal

helping system is advocated. But unlike its predecessors, the

normalj-zed system designates social normalcy as a process qoal . In

essence, by the equating of process with outcome an optimal level

of care is said to be achieved. À complementary, intended effect

is the education of noncare recipients, and hence the

destigmati zation of disabling conditions.

As eLsewhere in the conununity mental health movement,

proponents of normalization in tLte mental retardation field have

advocated detnstitutionalization. More specifically, the

prescription in this case takes the form of supporting families

(presumptively the most normalizing social environments) or

family-like settings ín l-ieu of traditional, residential care. For

understandable reasons, however, implementation has not been

altogether uneventful . Parents of mentally retarded children

thenselves have resisted, reporting that institutions are likely

to provide the best care possibte (Meyer 1980). This conservative

reaction is not surprising, when one considers that the painful

decision to relinquish care of a child may have been grounded in a

traditional treatment paradigrm. As Mesibov and La Greca have put

it !r...human emotions, especially in regard to one's children, are

not as malleable as trends in community programsr' (1980:5).

Or perhaps it is more accurate to say that support is

qualified. Ferrara (1979) reports that often parents of

institutionalized, mentally retarded children respond favourably
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to normalization as a ptânning principle, but express resistance

to it as it applies to them personal-Iy. Seltzer (1984)

demonstrates that'much the same phenomenon is evidenced in

neighbourhoods which are slated for conununity residences.

Moreover, the author shows that at this leve1 the polarity in

sentiments--of accePtance in principle vs. dissension against the

fact--is only intensified by local public education efforts.

opponents of normalization in the academic and

professional helping communities have tended to be somewhat less

diffuse in their apprehensions. Here, of course, the importance of

normalcy in social life has always been generally endorsed.

However, some view this construct solely as a treatment outcome,

and discount its applications as a technologry. In one of the most

vociferous, popular criticisms of normalization Throne (1975)

maintained :

To speak of normalizing the retarded by treating them
normãIly is a contradiction in terms; treating them
normally witl leave them functioning as retarded.
Retarded by definition means retarded under ordinary
condittons. only extraordinary conditions--nonnormal can
result in diminishing retarded states, i.e., making the
retarded more normal ' (23)

In the way of a partial concession' others argue that

mentally retarded children develop socially, as well as

intellectuaLly, at varying rates. Hence' social milieus, and

expectations, ought not arbitrarlly be tailored to external

notions reqarding¡ normalcy--so the reasoning qoes--but rather

designed with sensitivity to the needs of each care recipient

(Hendrix 1981; McCarver and Cavalier 1983).
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Even so, as regards these kinds of reactions

Wolfensberger's forecasts may yet be vindicated. Feinstein (1986)

provides interesting longitudinat data on deinstitutionali zed,

mentally retarded children and adults and their families. À large

facility in Pennsylvania was closed, as a result of a ruling in a

class action suit, and close to 800 were rel-ocated to small

community residences. Initially, family members reported serious

apprehension with the arrangement. But after a period of three to

five years, most seemed to feel the reverse, expressing

substantial satisfactíon. Family-based. care was not implemented in

this case; nonethel-ess, the observed relationship bett',een

relatively long-term experience with, and support for, normalized

treatment optj.ons, does provoke optimisn.

Unfortunately, it has been difficult to locate a study

of this kind reporting on nei.ghbourhood reactions over time. such

a research would in any case be suspect, however, in that given

the culrent social policy environment, severely resistent

neighbourhoods are often able to block community residences in the

planning stage ( Seltzer 1984).

As to the residual professS'onal opposition, it wiII

likely require the orderly accumuLation of outcome data to realize

any progress. At the moment, though, empirical data in support of

famíIy care is not easily come by. one reason is unalterable--

namely, the principle is in no smal1 way value-based.

Normafization implies certain ethical precepts (for example' every

child has a fundamental right to live in a family), and as such
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sunmons evaluation on more than just scientific criteria ( Mccord.

1982). Another is temporal . At this stage of its development,

normalization does not provide a unified technologry. wolf ensbergier

(1972) has outlined a number of fairly global standards for

cornmunity care. But the question as to vJhat new support services

are likely to be requi'red in years to come remains in many ways

unanswered. (Intagliata, Kraus, and Willer 1980).

Despite the turbulence of this issue's soctal history,

it can be argued that empirical support for the expanded use of

family care does exist. There are substantial limitations to it,

however. To begin with, controlled comparisons of institutional

and family care are not available in any great abundance. Notably,

the philosophi.cat underpinnings of normalized service delivery

have tended to be more moralistic in character than quantitative.

Ànd its initiaf prescription, the cLosure of institutions, has

proceeded as much from a consideration of econornics, and human

rights, as anY other factor. In sun' for a number of reasons

proponents of famity care have not had to avtait the accumulation

of between-group investigations in order to make compelling, and

effective, arguments. Their more pressing question has always been

rrwhât can be done to make family care work better than it does?tt

(Innovations around this question wiII be the subjeet of

subsequent sections . )

Moreover, the research which does exist has been plagnred

with a host of confounding, histori.cal factors. For a start,
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concern as to poor conditions in institutions has led, in recent

years, to structural improvements in institutíona1 care (Willer,

Scheerenberger, and Lntagliata ibid.). Second., as already

mentioned, community-based treatment alternatives are themselves

in a process of (ofttimes divergent) evolution' As such, they have

so far failed to produce a unified treatment technology (campbell

and Bailey 1984). Third, in addition to ongoing change both

institutional and community care alternatives, rand.om assignment

at the point of diagnosis has rarely been possible' Àn id'eal

research would involve following children's development only after

matching had been done on such factors as nature and magnitude of

impairment. In practice, however, myriad considerations enter into

referral decisions, including apparant stability of the family in

question. As it happens, most controlled studies have focussed on

deinstitutionali zed adults; and in consequence, our knowledge as

to the effects of family care on child development is Limited'

Finally, even to the present there is debate as to how

health ought to be calculated. Tests of mental and social

competence, for exanple, vary among the studies. Worse, the

process ethereby worth, or meaning, ts assigned to various hunan

attributes has been influenced by ideological commitment. This is

especially probLematic inasmuch as divergent, noninstitutional

treatment settings have seemeô to wield specialized effects,

producing improvement in one or two broad dimensions of

functioning, often seemingly at the expense of another. Evidently,

then, no single element of the subject matter has been irnpervious
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to change processes and philosophical disagreement. Ànd therefore

even quantitative research has failed to reflect unified,

theoretical traditions. Ì.¡e proceed vJith caution.

In an early study, widely cited to the present, Stedman

and Eichorn (1964) compared institutionali zed and home reared

mongoloid infants on growth and deveÌopment variables. A matched

sampling process was used, with outside social service personnel

referring L0 diagnosed cases to an experimental, institutional

setting. (The setting \,ras intentionally 'enrichedt , traving a

better staff: child ratio, physical charactelistics , and play

materiaLs than most facilities of the day. ) once the children had

resid.ed in the setting for a maximum of 37 vreeks (referrals having

been stagge¡ed in time). a similar selection process produced a

like-sized, home-reared sample matched by age and general state of

health. Members of each group were administered standardized. tests

of sociaL and mental competence and motor performance. As well,

basic anthropometric measures were taken. Despite the low sample

size, data suggested that home-reareô children were substantively

superior to their institutional counterparts with respect to both

intelligence and social competence. The authors found no

statistically significant dtfferences in motor Performancei

physiological differences were negligible.

Stedmants and Eichorn's study is unusual, in its

treatment of mental test performance as a dependent variable. Ivlost

research of the last decade has tended either to report I.9.--or
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other supposed. rneasures of innate, intellectual capacity--as

incidental information, or hold them constant. Instead, the corunon

focusisonchangesinsocial/behaviouralcompetence.Threebroad

subconstructs have emerged most prominently¡ 'self-care skillr:

the abilíty to provide basic care for oneself, as in eating and

dressing;'ad.aptivebehaviour':normative,socialbehaviour'and
the absence of ostensibly deviant behaviour; and tcommunity living

skill': f acil-ity at complex tasks requisite to independent living,

money management, for examPle (GuIIy and Hosch 1979; Berk 1980;

Reid 1983 ) .

E}¡man and Arndt (1982) provide interesting data

concerning adaptive behaviour and life-span development ' A large

sample was examined, which included both lôngtime community (in

own home, or family care setting) and institutionat residents'

(Mean f .g. vras 36 for the first group, 26 for the second' ) Members

of the community based group displayed markedly superior scores on

adaptive behaviour scales. However, each group showed growth, over

the ages of 5 to 50 years; moreover, when scores were plotted for

each group, to illustrate age norms' the graphs which resulted

were similarly shaped. Comnunity based care would seem to enhance

adaptive behaviour growth, then, but have little effect on the

developmental sequence of that construct'

willerandlntagliat.a(1982)providecorroborativedata
in a study of formerly institutionalized adults, who had resided

for at }east two years in family care and' group home settings'

Sa$ples were roughly matched, to the extent of producing similar
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mean age and f .Q. Each grouP showed progress in community living

skill, with group-home residents ahead of their family based

counterparts. Family care residents vtere markedly superior in

adaptive behaviour growth.

Despite the findings, the apparent growth in adaptive

behaviour of group home residents may have little bearing on

subsequent placements. Reagan et aI. (1980) examined the progress

of deinstitutionalized juveniles, Iabeled as 'behaviour probì-em

educable mentally retarded' . The authors showed that v¡ith a

modicum of case planning, placement stability ln home settings was

impressive (73% at the end of L8 months). fn addition, over the

same period subjects placed in group homes and foster homes were

successfully relocated to less restrictive settings. No behaviour

scales were administered., but by way of regnrlar contact social

workers ensured that at the very least placements did' not

exacerbate behaviour Problems .

Berkson (1981) suggests that positive change in sociaf

behaviour is transient, or rather evidenced solely in the living

settings alleged to produce it. Young adults who lived with their

families, independently, or in shel-ter-care homes were matched (by

age, sex, and I.g.) and tested on various indices of social

behaviour in sheltered workshops. No differences were observed. of

course, the finding cannot discount the argument that nonnormative

settings are like1y to elicit nonnorrnative behaviour '

Mainstreaming, for example, (the integrating of disabled children

into mainstream schools) has been amply studied, and demonstrated
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to maintain growth in social development (Blacher-Dixon, Leonard,

and Turnbull L981). Nor is tbe finding all encompassing.

Normative--ie., familial, rather than institutional, settings,

have been found to elicit growth in certain 1inguistic subskills,

with apparently permanent results (McNutt and Leri 1979; Thoman

1981).

Reliable information concerning the more mundane issue

of cost-benefit is even spalser than that pertaining to health

outcomes. Again, the major reasons for this are the newness of

family care as a legitímate option to institutions, and' the

variety which exists among community based serviee systems. There

is reason, of course, to suspect that famity care wiII be less

expensive, in the long term, than institutional care. Shortly

before institutionat admissions had peaked in the uniÈed states'

Dybwad (1964) reported that nearly one-third of all rnonies

directed to progranmes there for the mentally retarded. were being

spent on those 4% who received in-patient care.

That this unbalanced apportiorüìent reflects actuaL waste

is supported by consideration of at least two factors. First,

given our current clinical assessment procedures, the raw

prevalence of mental retardation is destined to stay fixed'

As Saunders and Silverman (1982) remind us' the condition is in

most cases diagnosed with an I.g. test, an instrument which

!'...yields a stand,ardized. score, the norms for which are

periodically revised, so that the proportion of the populatíon who
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are l_abelIed retarded, remains constant, absolute levels of ability

notwithstanding" (107). second, in recent years community based

programming for nonretarded, psychiatric patients has been amply

demonstrated to be cost-effective, as well as therapeutically

sound (a good literature review appears in Kiesler 1982) '

Nonetheless, detractors arçrtle that the transfer of

monies to institutional support personnel ramifies positively

throughout the economy as a whole (Bernard L979). A more serious

concern, however, has to do with the paucity of evaluable (ie',

comprehensive) service systems Per se. Gíven that we have only

limited knowledge concerning familíes' service usage patterns, one

may weLt claim that family care generates afl manner of hidden

expenses (cf . Shadish 1984).

Despite this very legitimate caution, a few efforts at

defining and pricing closed systems are encouraging' Boas and

Retish (19??) report on a detailed evaluation of small group homes

in Iowa; whose per diem seems at least at par with those of area'

institutions. Burish (19?9) provides somewhat more optimistic

results, in connection with his research of cottonwood homes in

Kansas. Intagliata, vliller, and Cooley (1979) performed a critical

costing out of expenses related to family care in New York state.

AIl services considered., care provided by natural families seemed

many times less expensive than either institutional or group home

care. Similar, albeit more tentative, findings have been reported

by vaterie and Agosta (1985) on direct cash transfer PrograIîme to

families in Michigan.
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2.3 Unidinensional Studies of Stress and Its outcomes

While research concerníng the advantages of family care

has been encouraging, there has been considerable concern as to

the persistent, residual failure rates of family care placements.

As noted, Reagan et al . (ibid. ) founô that even und.er supportive

conditions, relocation to more restrictive settings was sometimes

necessary. After L8 nonths, 15% of those placed in natural homes

were moved to community residential facilities, 5? to

institutions. This is more or less consistent with earlier

findings. Bishop (1957) reported that some 31% of family care

placements were likely to result in reinstitutionalization
(consider that there were relatively few colünunity based

alternatives at the time).

one artifact of this phenomenon is a fairly rich history

of empiricat investigations having to do with stress in families'

Predictably, it has produced competing paradigms. on the one hand,

one finds some modest evidence of a systems orientation.

Particularly in the more current research, the comPlex,

transactional character of family life has been described. For the

most part, however, the domlnant theoretical tradition has been

defined by a stress-reaction model, one largely framed by the

premises: 1) living in the family home a mentally retarded chíId

wields an aversive impact on normal famíIy functioning, and 2) the

nature and magnitude of that impact derj-ves directly from the

nature and severity of his/her disability. Thus we find
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epidemiological studies attributing reinstitutionalization to

specific chtld characteristics . And from a more clinical position,

many others report on the cofnmon rpathologiest which arise in and

among familY members .

In this section, research of the latter type is

considered. Presently, and in subsequent sections, it is argued

that unidimensional studies have failed to Produce unified,

predictive models, and that this failure is attributable to at

lêast three, immense oversights. First, the children of interest

have tended to be treated as mechanical, stimulus producers,

rather than as intelligent participants in complex social

envíronments. Second, the importance of family coping styles has

beenoverlooked,inthesearchforuniversal,stress-reaction
typologies. And third, the research has typically been s]'nchronic;

rarely have families been followed over time'

A number of investigations, in the last tlto decades.

have tested child characteristtcs for their power at predicting

family placement breakdown. So far, age, sex, and f '9' seem to be

unimportant, both independently and in combination' A weak

association has been demonstrated between severity of attendant

medical problems and reinstitutionalt zation (seltzer and Krauss

1984). Indeed, only one characteristic has shovrn any real promise'

In a review of the research in thís area, Crawford, Àiel1o, and

Thompson (19?9) conclude that maladaptive behaviour is the

single most powerful predictor variable'
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Às the term implies, maladaptive behaviour is the

designated, polar opposite of adaptive, or normative, social

behaviour. Thus much of the research literature presumes the

existence of a stable continuum. wíthin that continuum behavtour

is conventionally assessed, by standardized instruments, along at

least two, broad subconstructs- -personal independence and social

responsibility (tambert and Nicoll 1976; Holman and Bruintnks

1985)--each subsuming a spectrum of age appropriate, adaptive

skills. ctinical cuttings points are subjective, being intend.ed to

roughly distingnrish behaviour repertoires which substantially fail

to meet the expectations of performers' age and cultural groups

(see Holman and Bruininks ibid.:73).
That this variable has emerged as a predictor of family

placement breakdown is not, at least on the face of it,

surprising. Parents, when asked to rank problems encountered, in

the course of caring for their retarded children, list

'disobediencêt, 'stubbornness'. and 'noncompliancet as being the

most pressing, placing these ahead of even basic care-related

issues (Tavormina, Henggeler ' and' Gayton 1976). The prevalence of

maladaptive behaviour has been established to be markedly higher

among institutional populations than community based ones (El¡man

and CalI Ig77\. Ànd among all variables which figure into

institutional placement requests for persons under the age of 2l ,

behaviour problems are the most frequently cited (Tausig 1985) '

Professional helperst initlal responses to the discovery

have come as no surprise either. Notably, they were to posit that
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maladaptive behaviour caused. resinstitutionalization, and then use

that argrument to inform a technologry. Researchers and treatment

personnel have reconunended that adaptive behaviour measures be

used to guíd.e treatment (A11en et al. 1976) and referral decisions

(Barton, Brulle, and Repp L982¡ cf. Beck and Joiner t982) '

Traininq in behaviour modification approaches has been widely

provided to parents, in efforts to obviate institutional

readmission (Heifetz 1977; AILman and Mira 1983)'

There is, however, much reason to suspect that these

efforts may be premature. A number of studies have attempted to

expand the causal sequence, by exploring the etiologry of

malad.aptive behaviour. what emerges from these are the beginnings

of a complex, transactional model, cohen et aI. (1977) shovred that

maladaptive behaviour was exacerbated by interinstitutional

relocation, and thus demonstrated that the construct had a

situational loading. zigler and BaIIa (1977) described nearly two

decadest research on the effects of institutions on mentally

retarded persons. The authors emphasize that behaviour problems

are related both to preinstitutional exper ience- -stability of

prior home life in particular--and characteristics of the

treatment setting itself .

Tn an intriguing research project, Intagliata and Vliller

(1982) collected data on a l-arge sample of mentally retarded

children and adults living in community settings. The authors

divided their sample in the manner of a 4 cell matrix, with one

axis distinguishing subjects on the basis of residence (group home
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or family care setting), and the other on whether or not their

stayintheirrespectivesettíngshadeverbeeninterruptedbya
failure, or reinstitutionali zation, experience' Data showed that

on balance, former returnees could be distinguished according to

resid.ence, on the basis of maladaptive behaviour. In addition,

though, returnees coutd in turn be distinguished according to

residence, on the basis of the Style of behaviour which occasíoned

the temporary discharge. Each setting, then, seemed to have its

own particular weakness, with respect to the management of certain

t],pes of behaviour problems. The authors conclude that !r' "client
characteristics and residential setting relate in an interactive

fashion to influence placement outcome..." (38)'

A somewhat corroborative finding apPears in the work of

Clark, Baker, and Heifetz (t982). Outcome data were gathered in

connection with a behaviour training progranme for parents (of

interest were posttraining knowledge of behavioural principles,

and constancy of apptication). The authors discovered that the

degree of ostensible, longterm success of behaviour training

prograJnmes could be predicted from parent variables, in particular

performance during training sessions. Moreover, outcome was found

to be wholly independent of severity of children's behavíour

problems .

clearly, then, there is an association between

malad.aptive behaviour and reinstitutionalization. That this

finding is at all useful, however, remains a matter of debate'
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Much of the current research suggests that family pl-acement

breakdown results from complex' transactional events, perceptible

only at the tevel of family systems. Thus, our ability to predict

and. prevent it, in speclfic instances, will likely bê best

enhanced by models which consider a multiplicity of variables'

Research, of the stress-reaction tradition, concerning

the effects of home placement on family members has tended to

suffer many of the design weaknesses a)-ready mentioned' odðly,

though, one of the earliest, substantive contributions to this

Ij-terature was fairly broad-based in its focus, and probably ought

to have served as a starting point for ecological investigations.

cafdwell and Guze (1960) interviewed mothers and siblings of both

institutionali zed and home-resident, mentally retarded children.

( sample matching was d.one on the basis of charâcteristics of the

retarded children. ) Mothers were administered standardized health

questionnaires, and measures of attitudes pertaining to child

rearing. Sibtings received vocabulary testing, and measures of

manifest anxiety. Both mothexs and siblings participated in

non schedule-structured, psychiatric interviews, in which topics

circulated around the experience of having a mentally retarded

family nember .

Analysis of standardized measures failed to reveal

differences between the groups, along any of the dimensions

considered. An i'nteresting difference between síblings, however,

was evidenced i.n open-ended j-nterviews--one evidently foretelling
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of Wolfensbergert s ideas on the perpetuation of stigma' on

balance, siblings tended to reiterate the views of their parents

regarding placement decistons' In fact' most seemed largely

adjusted to whatever arrangements had been made' and were inclined

to cite the inherent dj-sadvantages of afternative modes of care'

The authors conclud'e tr . . ' ad'olescents and' pre-adolescents who have

had the experience of a mentally retarded child in the family are

generally adaptable and. "can mold their value systems in this

matter to conform to the family status quo" (860) '

The finding clearly underscored that the nature of

family systems, and adaptation processes' vJere central to the

phenomena of interest. However, historically this study haô only

Limited impact on subsequent theory construction' What followed

vrere vastly more quantitative, and focussed' investigations' each

squarely ground.ed in the expectation that a host of negative

outcomes of family placement only awaited to be revealed' In an

influential study, crxnmings, Bayley' and Rie (1966) interviewed

mothersofmental}yretarôed,chronicallyphysicallyill,
neurotic, and healthy children (respondents were matched on

various demographic characteristics ) ' Using a battery of

standardized and projective measures' the authors ar$red that

mothers of mentafly retarded children experienced inordinate

stress, were generally dePressive' and suffered severely

compromiseô self -estimation ' So it went' they derived' only

marginal PLeasure from their children; and thus their feelings

towards them were in perpetual conflict' vacillating' in even
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measure, between hostility and overprotectiveness '

fhe findings were bleak' But they aroused interest in

the possibility that child characteristics could be linked to

specì-f ic pathologies. Encouraged, ct¡Írnings (1976) attributed

similar traits to fathers of mentally retarded children' Frodi

(1981) proposed that menËal and physical abnormalities in children

were ''aggression facititating stimuli" (341), parents'

predisposition to violence notwithstanding ' (More correctly' her

assextion was that the ïelevant predisposition of parents was not

aggressiveness, but rather incompetence at arresting the severe'

aggression-evoking behaviour ty¡:ical of handicapped children' )

Beckman (1983) showed that child characteristics ' particularly

sociat responsiveness, temperament, and need of extra caregiving'

correLated vrith parentsr reportage of stress '

In a studY concerning the origins of stigma' Redner

(1930) demonstrated that the actual behaviour of mothers of

handicapped children elicited negaÈive appraisals from others'

Later,inanefforttoexplainhowstigmatizationramifiedthrough
family systens, serbin, Steer, and Lyons (1983) showed that

nothers tended to grossly underestimate the competencies of their

mentally retarded children.

Researchconcerningtheeffectsofhomecareonsiblings

is not abundant. Such as it is, though, it tends to contradict

caldwellrs and. Guze' (ibid. ) earlY findings that suggested that

siblings were fairly adaptable ' Farber (1968) proposed that stress

on siblings became manifest, gradually, over the cou¡se of the
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famity life-cyc1e. With time, even first-born, mentally retarded'

children assumed the status of youngest sibling. In consequence,

younger siblings were propelled into a superordinate status'

causing them to assume adult-like caretaking functions

prematurely, and. aceordingly interfering wlth the normal progress

oftheirrelationshipswithparents'Fowle(].968)provided'
corroboraÈive d.ata, in a study of families whose children l-ived

eitherathomeorininstitutionalsettings.Farber'sbirth-ord'er
hypothesís was not vindicated, however ' Instead, the authorrs

findings suggested that role tension occurred in att siblings' and

in fact tended to be most severely evidenced in the case of

eldest, female child'ren.

Research into the effects of mentally retarded children

on marital integration is also sparse, and fraught with

controversy. Fowle (ibid.. ) reported that there were no significant

differences between couples, in the study described' Hor"ever '

conflicting results have accrued from afternative desigms' In a

comparison of parents of mentally retarded' and normal chlldren'

waisbren (1980) mad'e observations si'milar to those of Fowle'

Friedrich and Friedrich (L981), on the other hand, found

significant differences, and posited that diminished marital

satisfaction lvas both a cause and consequence of the stress

associated with paxenting a handicapped child'

Later, crnic, Friedrich, and Greenberg (1983) commented

that this discrepancy was likely a reflection of sample
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differences. children in the waisbren study were appreciably

younger than those in Friedrichts; thus the two studies may have

simplyfocussedondistantpointsonadevelopmentalcontinuum.

stress-reaction nodels have tended to fare most poorly

in application to family systems. Indeed, at this level the

Iiterature all but ends--notably, at tbe point where the

transactionaf quality of human relations is inescapable' one finds

some evidence to suggest that families who care for mentalLy

retarded children experience a slightly increased prevalence of

crisis over comparison families (willer, Intagliata, and Àtkinson

1981; Wikler, wascovr, and Hatfield 198L)' But for the most part

studies of family stress' at least those PurPorting a

unid.irectional causality, are rare, and not likely to be very

complex.

one important exception appears in the work of Jean

Holroyd. In an arìbitious effort, Holroyd (1974) proposed a

mammoth, amaLgamated measure' by the use of which, it was claimed'

one might capture a whole spectrum of the supposed "psychological

costs,,ofcaringforahandicapped'child(92).Asitstitle,The
Questionnaire on Resources and Stress (qRS), suggested, the

measure freely tapped a variety of hitherto dependent and'

independent variables simultaneously ' Some 15 scales were

included, under the diverse headings rrParent Problemsr" "Fanily

problemsrr, and rtProblems of the Child" (ibiè.).

From its appearance, the scale seems a kind of MMPI for
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familyfunctioning(orrather,barometerofthemalaise'family
care of the handicapped'). And in fact, this has alwaYs been its

stated intent. Its most intriguing application, however, has been

as a research instrument, as a devtce for exploring relationships

withinitsowndata.Tnthisconnection,HolroydandGuthrie
showed a fairly typical association between certain "child

characteristictt and,'parent pessi.mismt' subscales (1979:73?).

Friedrich, Greenberg, and clnic corroborated the findings' ín the

course of producinq a short-form of the ORS, and argnred the

concurrent validity of "Parent Fa¡nily Problemtr subscales by

showing correlations with the Beck Depression Inventory (1983)'

Even so, these efforts fail to inform us about

malad.aptation in family process. only parents are consulted'

Family strengths are ignored' Transactions are never measured' one

is assured that some proportion of sample family members (that is'

parents) manifest stress reactions. But on balance, the finding is

notnuchdifferentfromthosereadilyachievablewithconstluct
valid instruments.

2.4

on reviewing the stress-reaction research one discerns

twoinherentquâlitieswhichwoufdhavealloweditatteastbrief
preeminence in the early family care literature' First, it always

appealed to Popular wisdom. In the minds of most, the parenting of

amentallyretardedchildimpliesanexceptionalexperience,one
marked by a more than ordinary share of rigors' Second, so long as
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the units of analysis vrere simpler than 'family" it consistently

yieldeddefensiblefindings.virtuallyeverystudywhichever
designated child characteristics and parent-reported stress as

independent and dependent variables, respectively, seemed capable

of producing a regression Iine.

And yet, these qualities were inadequate to ensure its

endurance. Elsewhere, atlied research communities were discarding

unidirectional, causal models altogether, and instead were

exploring the more dynamic constructs of family process and

ecology. FaÍi1y research in general was, towards the last decade'

evolving into a formal science of system adaptability, focussing

on the interplaY between stxess appraisal and complex problem-

solving strategies. fn none of its subdisciplines could stress

reaction models remain impervious to crj'ticism'

As such, in the mental retardation field it became

increasinglyevidentthattraditionalparadigmswerefailingat
the task they were intended for--namely, of explaining why it was

that certain families !9ere successful at home care wtrile others

were not. A substantial knowledge base had accumulated' But to

manyit!'asnowseeming}ittlemorethananelaborateresÈatement
of the original problem; home care was streséful, very stressful

for some, Iess so for others.

Also evident, albeit subtly, was that correction of this

failing would entail much more than a consideration of a f ew'

simple mediating variables. Students of the family stere arguing

that these variables were immensely conplex, and. many, and that
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their relations, in the structure of families of mentaLly retarded

children, were as yet unknown. The argument portended an important

shift in the direction of research, one whose earlíest advocacy

appeared in the work of Louis Rowitz. In a review of mostly

sociological contributions, Rovrit z (L974\ contended that the

family should become the first, and pivotal object of interest for

afl future psychosocial studies of mental retardation. No

substantive innovation in knowledge couLd obtai-n, he suggested,

until much more had been learned, both about the nature of coping,

and the relationship between family and extrafamili,al systems.

The thesls is interesting, when one considers that it

remained essentially unmodified, to the present. As it happened,

neither of those two processes were operationalized very well

until recent years, notably, in modern accounts of coping (cf '

l'lurphy 19?4; White 1974; Folkman, Schaefer, and Lazarus 1979),

Bronfenbrenner ' s (19?7) delineation of concentric, social

contexts, and ecological, family research in general. Armed with

this work, succeeding theorists reiterated Rowitz' conviction

(crnic, Friedrich, and Greenberg 1983; Kazak 1986). The interim

was still brief, of course. Ànd because of this little empirical

work has been done' Such as that work is, however, it èoes tend' to

support Rowitzr argruments. One notices, on overview, that findings

become more useful as both the accounts of transactions enrich,

and units of analysis shift from the simple to the complex.

Being fairly ne$r, the contributions to this literature
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are not as yet formally unified by connon theoretical traditions.

Accordingly,theadnittedlysubjectivedecisionhasbeenmadehere
tousethemodelofcopingofferedbyFolkmanandLazarus(1980)
as a kind of theoretical backdrop for the studies' Though

subjective, the decision is not entirely arbitrary' For the most

paxt the model is compatible with general systems theory' And as

crnic, Friedrich, and GreenberS (ibid. ) have pointed out, the

authorsr catalogTue of coping resources seens to fit well with the

constructs so far investigated in the families of interest'

very briefly, the model presupposes a relationship of

' . . . ongoing. . . reciprocal action" (223) between person and

environment, mediated by the processes of appraisal and coping'

Appraisal , in this case, refers to the valuation of events, in

which both the potential for harm or chatlenge, and range of

available resources and options, are considered' The relevant

resources are health/energry/morale/, Problem solving skills'

social networks, utilítarian resources, and general and specific

beliefs (see Fo1kman, Schaefer, and tazarus 19?9)' Coptng is

described as the employment of these resources in events' and sai<

to serve either of the functions 'rmanagement or alteration of the

person-environment relationshiP that ts the source of stress

( problem- focussed coping)'t or rrregulation of stressful emotions

(emotion-focussed coping) rt (1980 2223) '

The model recognizes that coptng efforts affect both

subjective appraisals of events and their objective conditj-ons.

Thus, coping and aPpraisal are mutually influencing; and rcoping
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processr is labile by definition, consisting of "what the person

actua].Iy thinks and does in a particular encounter, and...changes

in these efforts as the encounter unfolds during a single episode

or across episodes. ..(224).

Predictably, one finds that most studies of coping and

home care are framed by far less transactional models than

Folkrnants. Some, in fact, provide only minor variations on the

stress-reaction literature, maintaining that the event of a

mentally retarded childts birth in itself incites a fixed set of

parental (or dyadic ) responses. Ricci (1970), for example, argues

that mothers of mentally retarded children are unusually rejecting

and authorítarian in their parenting practices (cf ' Cu¡rsningsr et

aI. ibid. report on mothers' psYchological states) ' Buckhalt,

Rutherford, and Gold.berg (19?8) argnre that parents of Downs

syndrome children exhibit peculiar langruage training practices,

and that these exacerbate delayed langnrage acquisition in

children. (Presumptively, in both cases r'te are witnessing

maladaptive coPing efforts. )

Stoneman, Brod'y, and Àbbott (1983) use a unidirectional

mode}toinvestigatethequalitiesofparent-chitdinteractions.
In dyads including Downs syndrome infants, parents were said to

tlpicaLly assume the dominant, teacher/manager role' I'C1ear role

aslînmetries" were the norm, joint play activities rare (598). Both

fathers and mothers were aLso described as trextremely contingently

responsivert, a phenomenon the authors attributed to Downs
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children's "limited behaviour repertoires" (ibid.). fn sum, the

constructs of interest were severely limited; and for the most

part children were considered nonparticipants in family Process'

A slightly more complex model orients the work of

Bradley and caldwell (19?7 ¡L979). Interested in the relationshíp

betvreen home enviror¡ment and child, mentaL development, the

authors offered the HoME inventory, an in-home observation ¡neasure

which tapped both physical characteristics of family envirorunent,

ând a host of parent behaviours. In the instrument family

resources (scored items) roughly correspond to utilitarian and

problem solving categories - -subscales include " characteristícs of

the family homet' and "modeling and encouragement of social

maturityt'. l.g. of the child is the criterion of successful,

family functioning.

Bradley's and caldwellts studies were largely intended

to yield. an effective screening device, a means of identifying

children at risk of psychosocial retardation. However, the

implicit model is historically interesting. It was presupposed

that family resources would interact prominently with child

characteristics ( inherent risk factors) to influence child

development. The model presumes a Largely unidirectional

causality. But at the same time, parent characteristics were

treated as independent variables, and comprised social ,

behaviouraL comlretencies, rather than thoughts and mood states.

Their findíngs were encouraging. HOI'IE scores
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consistently coïrelated with intelligence measures ' Better yet'

HoME proved useful at predicting changes in I'9' test performance

in Dovrns children (Ptper and Rams ay 1980) ' The measure seemed to

have intrignring possibilities for family assessment and

intervention, and stil'I d,oes' Of course, in the research there has

remained the temptation to employ it within a strict' stress

reaction format. Affleck et a1 ' (1982), for example' argn¡ed that

infant characteristics influence maternal self-reported stress and

depression, and that HOME scores covary in turn'

The greater concern, t¡owever , is that the HoìllEr s

predictive power seems to be quite uneven across homogeneous

groups (see Adamrs, Campbell, and Ramey 1984)' So far' observed

differences have not been so great as to warrant dismissing the

HOME research. Rather, since the constructs it measures may have

variable importance to child development from setting to selting'

the most appropriate use of the scale may be as a corroborative

measure in more ecological, and multivariate investigations'

The remaining work on coping and home care is faírly

eclectic, in the the assigrunent of both independent variables and

success criteria. However, among many of the studies one sees a

corrunon cornmitment to a kind of premorbid coping/postnorbid

adjustment model, one in which coping process is agreed to be only

mediated, rather than directly induced, by the presence of a

handicapped'child.zuketal.(1961)reportthatcertainreliglous
backgrounds correlate positively with maternal acceptance of
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retarded children. Most inportant, it is argued', is the extent to

which faith mitigates parents' feelings of personal quiLt for

their chitdren's handicaP.

Using Holroyd's QRS as a general success, or t'coping

abilityt', measure, Friedrich (1979) argues that among mothers of

hand,icapped children marital satisfaction is the best overall-

predictor variable, followed by social support and psychological

weJ.l being. (Interestingly, in this single-interview study a

multiple regresston analysis revealed that severity of child

disability was not a predictor at all .)

Equating ability to cope with longevity of home

placement, Sanderson and Crawley (1982) describe successful

family-care parents as generally older, and mo¡e active in

churches than their unsuccessful counterparts'

The studies provide clues around the causation of

success, but being synchronic are largely unable to illuminate

copinq process. Future research may be gnrided by Nihirats et aI'

(1983) studies of home environment and development of mentally

retarded adolescents. Briefly, the authors corroborated earlier

research done with HoME measures. But in addition, they showed

thatwhileafairlywidespectrumofenvironmentalvariables
influenced child d.evelopment generally, the effects of children on

parents wete comparativefy specific. As chitd I.Q' increased, for

example, parents were reinforced. to stimulate academic behaviour.

similarly, child tpsychosocial adjustmentt tended to have a direct

bearing on parents' demonstrations of physical punishment, pride,
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and affection.

2.5 Social Netvrorks and Social Support

one broad, coping attribute e'hich has received

considerable attention in recent years is social suPport '

Following on the land.mark work of cassel (1976) and Cobb (1976), a

wealth of literature novJ describes the importance of social

networks and social support as buffers against the pernicious

impact of stress (cf . Croog, Lipson, and Levine L912; Lín et aI'

L978; Kessler et aI' L985). Elements of social support recetving

greatest attention within the clinical literature includ'e

structural characteristics of networks, types of support o¡

support content, support mobilization, and satisfaction with

support (see Gottlieb 198L; Saulnier 1982; Tarôy 1985)'

While some clinical research explores the impact of a

few aspects of support and support networks on mixed populations'

it has become increasingly popular to exarnine a wide arraY of

variables at once in selected groups. Most such studies are

exploratory, and argr:e that the importance of social netv''orks can

onlybeunderstoodinrelationtothedistingnrishingtraitsand
needs of their nembers. Thus we see studies examining the role of

networks in such diverse experi.ences as poverty in urban settinqs

(Stackl-9?4,1980),thetransitiontoparenthood'(DuvaII1971)'

chronic iltness (coulton lgig), and marital disruptíon (Wilcox

1981).
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Within this tradition, a small body of research has

focussed on the role of support and support networks in the

process of adapting to home-care of disabled children' Bregman

(L98O) lived briefly with six famílies with children suffering

muscular dystrophy or infantile spinal muscular atrophy ' The

narrovrest object of interest vras gross coping process' Data were

qualitative, but each of the case accounts highlighted the

importance of network mobilization as an adaptive strategry '

Not surprisingly, all families kept contact with other

families with disabled children, sharing respite and providing

vital information on care-related issues' Equally important'

however, were longtime friend's and family members ' In many areas'

it was noticed, families would go to lengths to preserve normalcy

in their social lives, as if to prevent needless, negative chanqes

which might result from the birth of a disabled' child' often'

supportive contacts provided respite' But equally important ' it

seemed., were recreation, information, and opportunities to

ventílateonthestressesofcaregiving.(Venters198].made
símilarobservationsoffamilieswithchildrensufferingCystic
ribrosis . )

Friedrich et al ' (1985) used standard' measures

(including Holroyd's gRS) to examine the relationshiP betvJeen

four, broad categories of coping resources' inctuding social

support, and. parent reported stress in families with mentally

retarded chiLdren. À multiple regression framework was employed '

Using 'medical involvement of the childt and 'child behaviour
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problemsr as independent variables, support avai-IabilÍty and

perceived support each time contributed heavity to the final

regression statement.

Crnic et a1. (1983) examined the relationships bett¡'een

social support, stress, l-if e satisfaction, and mother-infant

interactions in a study of mothers with premature infants. Àgain,

support seemed to have important buffering effects; but in this

case they seemed fairly speeific. Perceived social support from

intímate ties and. contacts within the conrnunit-y each seemed to

have a moderating effect on stress, and were associated with

higher, general lj-f e satisfaction. Tnterestingly, though, this did

not occur with perceiveô support from friends. Further, only

perceived support from intimate contacts seemed to have a positive

impact on motherst affect ín interactions with their infants'

In a stud.y of mothers of developmental-Iy delayed

children, McKinney and Peterson (1987) made somewhat corroborative

findings. Using a measure which recorded perceived support from

four persons other than oners spouse or children, the authors

found no relationship beti'¡een perceived support and stress'

By far the most rigorous research in this area apPears

in the work of Kazak and wilcox (1984) and Kazak and lvlarvin

(1984). Briefly, the authors assessed social support in families

with children having spina bifida and matched, comparison

families. C1ear differences emerged in that the former seemed. to

have unusually sma1l, dense netvJorks, and a significantly greater
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reliance on multidimensional (multifunctioning ) contacts. A

traditíonat analysis would take this as evidence of social

isolation (cf . Sue1zle and Keenan 198L). However the authors in

this case axgue that a kind of positive-functioned enmeshment

takes p1ace, such that faced wj.th the unlíkel-ihood of sustaining

casual ties the family creates elaborate linkages !'rith a relative

small number of supportive contacts.

While the pattern is described as an adaptive response

to an exceptional life circumstance, some negative artifacts are

described as weII. The authors noticed an inordinate

specialization in the parental subsystem. Moreover, it is

suggested that the lack of 'vreak Links', particularly in the

friendship network, may act as a barrÍer against novel advice and

information.

Later, Kazak (1987) corroborated these findings, in a

study involving four groups of families, one having children with

no disabilities, the remaining groups each representing a child

with a particular tlT>e of disabitity. Interestingly, while

d,ifferences betvJeen families with disabled children and those

without were few, support networks differed substantially across

the three groups with disabled. children (particularly in parentsr

network size and density). The finding supPorts Kazaks earlier

suggestion that the caregiving demands inherent in parenting a

dj-sabted child place unusual stresses on the friendship network,

in particular, but opens new questions as to the effects of

particular disabilities on support network organization.
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The v¡ork of Kazakts and others represents an inmensely

vaLuable contribution to the family literature' But it also

refleets a fairly nev¡ focus in family research' Às such' there

continue to be great gaps in our understanding as to which

elements of social support and support networks facilitate

families' ad.justment to the care of a disabled chi-ld' and which

such elements are neutral, or largely negative in their implications'
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chapter Three

Practicum organization
and Study PIan

3 ,1 Parameters of the Practicum

3 ,l-.1 Practicum S ite / Sponsor ship

The study was overseen by the Child and Family Services

Research Group, a nonprofit independent research organization

attached to the university of Manitoba Faculty of social \¡¡ork. The

c.F,s.R.c. serves as centre of research activities for faculty

members and students of the Department. However, the group is also

substantially active in interdj-sciplinary work and. cooperative

research undertakings between the university, comunity groups and

agencies, and government. Its stated objectives are ""'to promote

child and Family Services research that is relevant to social v¡ork

practitioners and to the academic community, to work cooperatively

on interdisciplinary and interprovincial levels to develop

innovative approaches to research, and to institute a

disseminatj.on stxategry to maximize the distribution and use of

knowledge gained through research." (c.F.S.R.G' 1989:4)

Two public agencies provided assistance to the study'

one was the child Development clinic (c.D.c.). Based in the Health

Sciences centre, an inner city teaching hospital, the clinic

serves as the provincets central diagnostic and testing facility

for children with developmental delay. virtually every infant in
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the province observed. by a guardian or physician to be potentially 
,-,,

delayed will be referred to the clinic for diagnosis and follow-up l.',,ti,

....

examination 
,,,'.

The second was the childrents Special Services (c'S'S') 
.::

Branch of the provincial Department of comunity services (now 
,.,1

Manitoba Family Serv j-ces ) . c ' S. S. serves as the province' = 
',':.

responsibilj-ty centre for funding, standards monitoring, and 
".a
.::

program development relating to services to children v¡ith 
:,¡

nonpsychiatric disabilities. The functions of the Branch are t'::

:t 1'

largely administrative. However' one employee, a social worker' t,

,-j

provides a wide range of counselling, information, and referral 
,, :

services to families with children being seen by the child :' j

t,

Development Centre.

\.1.2 Practicum corunittee and Process of Supervision

The practicum examining committee was assembled prior to

the study's design and implementation ' The committeers external

member was Mr' Sid Frankel, Senior Policy Analyst, Research and

Planning Branch, Manitoba comnunity services' Mr' Frankel was

invitedtothecommitteeforhisexpertiseinhumanservice
evaluation and quantitative research methodologry ' Äs a planner in

community services, Mr, Frankel also brought substantial working

knovrledge of the progïams and service-related issues of the

Chil-dren's Special Services Branch. Dr. Don Fuchs, Associate

Professor, Universì.ty of Manitoba Faculty of social work, was the

second member of the coÍmittee. As a member of C'F'S'R'G', Dr'
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Fuchs brought expertise in evaluative research in child and Family

Services, and,, particularly germane to the present study, Ín the

analysis of social networks and social support'

The principle examiner was Dr' Barry Trute, Professor,

UniversityoflilanitobaFacultYofsocialWork,andDirectorofthe
c.F.s.R.G. As Director of the larger study, Dr' Trute had lead

responsibility for the project's design and implementation' Dr'

Trute made initial contact with the various particÍpating agencY

and government representatives , represented the study in the

authoringofitstermsofreference,andoversawtheactivitiesof
the two stud.ents .

Students had a wide latitude to review the relevant

literature, prepare the measures which would capture the

constructs of i-nterest to the practica, and contribute to the

studyrs design and implementation process' In two meetings with

the fu]I corünj.ttee, the overall design of the study was discussed'

and refined. In these, and subsequent meetings involving the

principle examiner and students, research relating to f amily care

of developmentally d.isabled children was shared and discussed,

issues around instrumentation were resolved, and the design and

procedures of the study were revíewed in detail'

Much of the discussion at this stage centred on the task

of ensuring that the final survey would' be both fluid' and coherent

in its reading, as well as relevant t.o the general. requirements of

the study itself. An omnibus survey was prepared, to capture a

wide range of respondentsr perceptions on their social world. with
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so broad a focus the survey quickfy gree, in length, and thus it

became a challenge to do editing, in such a way as would not

compromise the survey's global character. with so many measures

used., ordering became an issue. In the end, it was decided to

sequence measures such that to the greatest extent possible

smaller social systems would be addressed prior to larger ones,

and questions having greatest reactive potential would be left

towards tbe end.

A first draft of the measure was then pretested'

Students administered the study to one another, to friends and

family members, and finally to a sample of parents of young

children with physical disabitities. At junctures throughout the

pretesting period, the students met with the project coordinator

to discuss areas in which the measure requj-red modification. of

particular importance was item clarity, in those scal-es which had

been designed for the study, negative reactions to questionnaires

requesting personal information, and problems relating to the

length of the measure.

By the time pretesting v¡as done with Parents of disabled

children, the measure was essentially in final draft. with rninor

modifications introduced, intervj-ews with the study's sample

families began. Throughout the interview period, the research team

met regularly to discuss issues arising out the research process.

Following implementation, students consulted with the coordinator

on statistical analysis, and initial statistical reports were

revievred .

,i

:l
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3.2 StudY Parameters

3 .2 .I sub j ects

Fanil-ies were referred' to the study from the Child

DeveLopment Clinic. The C.S.S. coordinating social worker was

directedtoconsiderallfamilieswhotheclinichadservedwithin
the last three years, and identify a sample comprising families

which could be said to be functioning well, following the birth of

their developmentally delayed child. Three, broad criteria were

applied to selection: 1) The child receiving services was

ostensibly happy, and coping well within the family context' 2)

The fanily was tn¡ell ad.justed in the circumstance of supporting the

child at home, and, 3) The child was performing within acceptable'

developmental parameters. Following initial selection' a pool was

created,consistingofasampleof40welladjustedfaniliesanda
like-sízed, random cross-section of other f arnilies seen at the

centre.

Staff pediatricians who had been kept blind to the

selection process vlere then asked to discern which group each

familyhadinitiallybelongedto.vtithaninter-raterconsj.stency
of 9le", the original sample was contacted. (Interestingly,

agreementwasreachedinthecaseofthreefamilieswhofaifedto
satisfy one eLement of the first criterion' In these cases'

severity of child. disability precluded judgement as to the child's

emotionat state . )

À11 but four of the families participated; three were

inaccessible, and one refused. semi-structured. interviews were
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thus conducted with 36 famifies, each done in a family's home. (3

d.ata sets were incomplete, owing to fathers' being unavailable

during the research Period. )

3.2.2 Measures

Both mothers and fathers were asked to independently

generate a list of aII those they reqarded as supportive friends

or famify members. No ceiling was imposed on number; instead,

respondents were asked to cite aII those they woufd feel

comfortable contacting, for any purpose, in the event of personal

or family-related difficulties, or at times of stress in general'

The procedure enabled calculation of respective netvrork size, and

spousal boundary densi.ty (proportion of overlap in membership;

Kazak and Wilcox ibid. ).
A questionnaire designed for the studY appended the list

supplied by mothers. Mothers noted the sex of each contact cited,

as weII as relationship (in the case of family) and length of

relationsbip. Frequency of contact t¿Jas recorded. by way of a five

point, Likert-style sca1e, with endpoints of "once a day'i and

"Iess than once a monthrt. In addition, mothers were asked to note

the type of support theY received from each netriÙork member

according to the response categories: emotional supPort, material

aid support, advice and' information, physical assistance, social

participation, and respite. (The first five of these comprise the

fuII range of response categories used in oritt's et aI' L985

PSNI , ïespondents received the orj-gina1 narrative descriptions
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which aceompany that scale. ) In customary fashion, the

dimensionality of each contact cited was calculated as the sum of

support tlpes she or he was said to provide.

Network density (proportion of contacts who maintain

association with one another independently of the respondent) was

determined by the use of a conventional, social network density

grid (see Kazak and Wilcox ibid').
Mothers also completed three standard measures' The

first, McCubbints et aI. (1982) F-coPES, is a global measure of

family coping sty]e. Two subscales are considered in the present

study- - 't Àcquirinq Socia1 Supporttr, a measure of a "family!s
ability to actively engage in acquiring support from relatives,

friends, neighbours, and extended family" and "49þifizi!g-!êIlfl
to Acquire and Accept Help't, which captures families' ability to

seek out and accept support from community resources (104).

Validity estimates are not as yet available. However, each

subscale has shown an acceptable degree of internal consistency

(Acquiring SupPort: alpha = .83; Mobilizing Family: alpha = '71)

and test-retest reliability (each at r = .78: four week interval) '

The famify subscale of Procidano's and, HelLer's (1983)

percelved social support from Families and Friends (PSS) was also

provided. The PSS-Fa is a 20 item measure of the degree to which

respondents beLieve that their needs for "support, information,

and feedback are fulfilled by famj-Iy" (2). Most items focus on

support recipiency, although a few items do test for supPort

provision, thereby correcting for aslfimetrical relationships with
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supportíve contacts. The seale seems fairly homogeneous (alpha =

.90) and. stable over time (test-retest r = .83: four week

interval). Validity of the measures has been established in a

variety of ways, in three studies by the authors (ibid.) involving

standard, self-report measures, mood induction techniques, and

actual observatíons of interactions between respondents and cited

contacts .

Finatly, mothers completed a short-form (random half) of

the l,larlowe Crowne Social DesÍrability (SD) (Crowne and Marlowe

1964 ) .

Parents jointly supplied family demographic data, and

informationpertainingtochild'disa]¡i1ity.Tv¡oScalesd'esigned
for the study captured the latter (These ltere prepared by the

project's coordinator, not the author). The first requested

specífication of the d.isability, and details regard.ing attendant

slzmptoms (hearing Ioss, vision loss, hyperkineticism, and so on) '

The second was a four item, Likert-styled Disability Index which

asked. parents to predict the disabilitiesr impact in terms of

long-term physical management and medical needs, and intellectual

development (alpha = .80).

3.2.3 Procedures

Às mentioned, pretesting of the larger questionnaire was

done in three stages. First, in turns the three interviewers

involved in the project (2 students, and one volunteer)

administered surveys to one anotheri this allowed for discussions
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on interview process and item clarity. Next, interviewers surveyed

a smaLL sample of (ten to twelve) friends and relatives. Fina1ly,

with minor modifi-cations of certain scale items introduced, six

parents of young children with physical disabilities were

interviewed. Using their comments, the final instnrment was

prepared .

In the interim, staff of the child Development Clinic

derived the study's initiat sample. Families received covering

letters explaining the study, each signed by the c.D.c.

coordinating social worker and ttle director of children's special

Services. The names of those who participated in the study were

then passed on to the research team.

Members of the team then contacted families by

telephone. It was explained that interviews would take upwards of

one and one half to two hours to complete, with fathers being

invol-ved during roughly the first half, and mothers for the full

duration. AdditionaL background on the study' and an overview

description of the interviewts content and process, was provided'

Reimbursement was offered. for any child care expenses which might

be incurred as a result of the interview.

At this stage, prior to the interviews themselves,

provisions relating to confidentiality were emphasized. ÀII

respondents were assured that no one outside the research team

would have access to the surveys, and that prepared text would

never provide enough information to allow any reader to relate

responses to individual respondents. Further, all families were
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advised that vrhile they had agreed to participate in the stud.Y,

they vrere free to withdra\^t at any time. No one outside the

research team--most importantly, no one in a position to influence

service provision to the famíIies--would know who had fully
participated and who had not.
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Chapter Four

Research Results

4.1 Introduction

In the sections which folIow, basic demographic and

disability-related data are presented. Findings concerning social

support networks are reported in two general formats. fn one,

structural characteristics of networks and stanô,ard measure scofes

are outl-ined j-n aggregate form onJ.y. Since the central intent of

the study was to report modal traits of what was assumed. would be

a fairly homogeneous group, within-group analysis of the

experinental sampte was avoided. A separate su-bsection examines

the sample derived by the families themselves--the supportive

contacts.

Some of the findings outlined in this chapter have

appeared in a report to the Province of Manitoba (as stipulated in

the terms of the project: Trute' Hauch, and Marginet 1986), and

tv,ro research papers (Trute and Hauch 1988a,b)

4.2 The Chi.ldren and theír Famtlies

The mean age of children included in the study was 3 (SD

= 3). 23 of the J6 164Z) were males. (Apparentl-y, this high

proportion of males is not unique to successful families. Sex was

similarly distributed throughout the sample frame. ) Ten (28%) were
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onl-y child.xen. of those who had siblings, 6 (17%) were the eldest

or elder child, Many were the second of tvro children (36e", n =

L3). A sizable proportion had been diagnosed as Down's syndrome

(36%, n = l-3), The renainder presented an array of handicaPping

conditions, whose most prominent outcome was developmental delay.

Parents' reportage on the Disability Index varied, and

as it turned out failed to depict a predominantly mildly

handicapped sample. Mental- or intellectual development was said to

be severely compromised in the case of 20e" ot the childreni severe

physical impairment was predicted for 10%. L0% of the children

were described as being in extreme need of ongoing, specialized

medical attention. And L8% were said to be 1ike1y to require

constant assistance, over the years, with such everyday activities

as eating, bathing, and toileting.
AIt but one of the families contained tvto coresident

spouses, each being the consanguinal parent of the disabled child'.

(one family was headed by a single mother. ) Parents' ages varied

(mothers mean age = 32, SD = 7; fathers mean age = 35, SD = 8).

However, Èhere was a strong correlation between spouses' ages (r =

.92, n = 35, p < .OO1), showing that the typical age difference

betvJeen spouses was quite small-.

of the mothers, 448 had studied beyond high school. Ànd

yet, many (54%) described themselves as full-time homemakers; only

11% reported beingr enployed full-time outside the home. 60% of the

fathers had continued their education beyond high school, and 91%

were employed fuII-time outside the home. Taxable family income
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vras distributed throughout major income categories' Thus the

sample includ.ed families who were arqrablY poor, bY national

standards, as weII as those who enjoyed average and above average

incomes.

4.3 Network Character istics , Perceived Support, and Support

Mobi 1i z at ion

Sex of spouse seemed to be a poor predictor of network

síze. Table I illustratesi comparisons of means for network size

showed no signific.-1nt differences (mean size of mothers' networks

in the present study ='1 .41 , sD = 2'8!¡ of fathers = 6'84' sD =

4.01; t = 1.80; n.s.: two-tailed probabilitY) '

. Both mothers and fathers networks would seem objectively smalI,

however. In Kazak's and Wilcox! (1984) study, noted earlier,

parents in rrcomparison" families (families with no handicapped

members) were reported to have a larger number of supportive

contacts than was found for parents in the present stud'y ' Such was

particularly the case for mothers (mean size of mothersr networks

in the present stud! ='7,47, SD = 2'8I¡ of "comparisonrr mothers =

L1.2, SD = 4.7t t = 4.22, P 1 .001).
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Table I. Means and Standard Deviations for
Network Size

Mothers' Fathers'
(n = 36) (n = 32)

Total- netvrork M= 7.47 M= 6.84
s = 2,8I S = 4.01-

Family Network M= 4.33 M= 4.03
s = r.85 s = 2,29

Friendship Net- M= 3'14 M= 2.8L
work S = l-.69 S - 2.32

Not surprisingly, mothers' netr^torks tended to be

composed largely of other women. When total networks vJere

examined, the average ratio of female to male members was 2.93/t.

This figure was most heavily influenced by friendship networks, 27

of which were discovered to be exclusively female. However, a high

fenale/maLe ratio was also evidenced in family netvtorks (1.51- to 1

on average). Mothers seemed to be more likely to turn to female

family members than male in times of crisis, a pattern which

apparentty subordinated preferentiat reliance on family of origin.

For example, while 15 sisters-in-law were cited as supportive

contacts, only 5 brothers were.

In addition to being largel-y female in membership,

support networks were also highly versatile in their provision of

support. Table If shows that mothers tended to have at least one,

and often more than one/ person providing each of the recorded

support t]¡pes. Given the smal1 size of networks, of course, this

could only be accomplished by a high prevalence of
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multidimensional contacts. Family members provided an average of

3.45 support tlpes (SD = 1.82); friends, 2.93 tvpes (SD = 1.52)

(Notab1y, while friendship contacts were surprisingly

multidimensional, family contacts were significantly more soi t =

2.55, p < 01),

Table II. Mean number of Friends and Family
Providing various T\pes of support

to Mothers

Tlpe of
Support

Number of Family
contacts Providing

Number of Friendship
contacts Providing

Emoti onal
Support

mean = 3.41-
s.d. = 1.55

mean = 2.63
s. d. = 1.94

Materia I
Aid

mean = 1.88
s.d. = 1.83

mean = 0.58
s.d. = 1.02

Advice and
I nf ormati on

mean = 2.47
s.d. = 1.92

mean = 1.94
s.d. = 1.63

Physic aI
As s is tance

mean = 2.19
s. d. = 1.60

mean = 1.38
s.d. = 1.42

Social Par-
t ic ipati on

mean = l-.63
s.d. = 1.75

mean = 1.41
s.d. = 1.68

mean = 2.36
s.d. = 1.75

mean = l.1L
s. tl. = 1. 41

Re spite
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Some of the most interesting findings concerned network

density and boundary density. Kazak and Wilcox (1984) had earlier

shown that the support networks of families with handicapped

children were t!?icallY vexy dense--that is, members had an

unusually high likelihood of knowing and interacting with one

another. Looking at Table III, one sees that this is also the case

with successfully adapted families. However, for this group the

effect is apparently selecti've. Totat network density is higher

than one finds in families vrithout a handicapped. member. But

density in the friendship netv,rork is not. what seems, then, to

distinguish the present successful families from families viith

children with spina bifida is their ability to maintain a Ioosely

knit constellation of friendship ties.
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Table ITL. Means and. Standard Deviations for Mothersr Net-
work Density, with Comparisons with Findings
from Kazak and Wilcox (1984)

Total netv¡ork

Family Network

Friendship Net-
work

The present
study sample
(successful
f ami lies
(n = 36)

M = 69.19
S = 20.2'7

M = 95.41
s = 12.48

M = 40.56
s = 35.92

s = 25.30

M = 91,20 b
s = 1-7 .20

M = 43.20
s = 30.10

Kazak and Wilcox

spina bifida comparison
families families
(n = s6) (n = 53)

M=69.70 M=56.90
s = 24.2O

M = 95.70
s = 10.50

M = 57.70
s = 33.50

--' Network density of comparison families was sagnrt].cantry
tovrer than thãt of both the present and spina bifida families.

o No differences were found to exist between the groups.
' Network density of spina bifida families v¡as significantlY

higher than that of both the present and comparison families'

lIn a,b,and c above, t-tests used p < .05 to test fol signif-
icant differencesi two-tailed probability l

Boundary density, or degree of overlap in (in this

instance) spousal networks was also tlpically high in the present

sample. The effect was especially pronounced when family networks

alone were considered. Reviewing Table IV., one sees that in the

present sample spousal boundary density in the family subnetwork

is substantially higher than that in the other tsro groups

considered (families with no handícapped rnember and, families with

children with spina bifida).
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Table IV. lleans and standard Deviations for Network Boundary
Density, with comParisons with Findj-ngs from Kazak
and Wilcox (1984)

The present Kazak and Wilcox
study sampLe
(successful spina bifida comparison
f amj-lies famities families

(n=36) (n=56) (n=53)

Total network M=30.31 M=20'70 M=11'30
s=24.'12 S=25.10 S= 9'10

FaÍily Netv¡ork M = 46.41- t'l = 28'60 M=L6'80 b

s=31.33 S=32.50 s=18.80

FriendshipNet- M=10.25 M=10'40 ltl=22'70
work S=18.44 S=22'70 S= 9'30

a
families was significañt1y greater than that of comparison
families.o Network boundary density of the present families was signif-
icantly greatei than that of both spina bifída and comparison
families.

' No differences were found to exist between the groups'

[In a,b,and' c above, t-tests used p < '05 to test for signif-
- icant áifferences; two-tailed probabilityl

That these families are ostensibly successful would

suggest that this trait may have seleetive advantage' The

speculation is supported by mothers' scores on measures of

satisfaction ltith support from fanily. PSS-Fa scores vtere

significantly higher than scale construction norms (study Pss-Fa

mean = L6.6, SD = 3.66i norm mean = 13.4, SD = 4'83; t = 3'3?, P <

.001). Accordingly, only a small number of supportive contacts

were reported by the mothers to "block change" 'make them

uncomfortable. . . or i-nfluence them negativelyr'. Five of the mothers
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cited a totat of 10 such contacts (4 mothers, 2 sisters, 2

friends, 1 father, and 1 mother-in-1aw). ÀI1 five of the mothers

scored below the PSS-Fa scale construction mean'

There is also reason to suspect that the unique features

of these networks are not fortuitous in origin, but instead are

the outcomes of actual productive effort on the part of family

members. As it turned out, mothers surveyed also scored

significantly higher than scale construction norms on both of the

F-COPES subscal.es considered in the present study. (study mean for

Acquíring social suÞport = 33.1, SD = 5.2; norm mean = 27.8, SD =

6.5; z(x) = 4.88, p < .001; study mean for Mobilizing FamilY to

Acquire and Àccept Help = 15.3, SD = 3.1; norm mean = !2'7, sD -

3.3¡ Z (x) = 4.13, P < .001).

None of the scale scores noted in the foregoing,

including those describing structural features of social networks,

correlated with social Desirability measures.

4.4 Trends observed in the Samp1e of cited contacts

Àmong mothers, L13 friendship contacts were cited, and

1-55 family. Às mentioned, family contacts were more likely to be

female than ma1e, and accordingly spouses' family members were

more than amp Iy represented. Most friendship contacts srere fairly

longstanding. only 18.6% of friendships had been formed. within the

previous 2.9 years. 28.3e" of the friendships were of 3 - 5'9

yearsr duration; L6.8%,6 - 8.9 years. And 36.3% had been

respondents' friends for 9 years or more.
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Analysis of support tlpe data by the categories

friend/family yielded interesting, if somewhat limited, results'

As family members tended to be more dimensional than friends in

support provision, it was inevitable that a significantly greater

proporLion of family than friends would be found to provide one or

more of the support tl¡pes mentioned. Such held true in the case of

material aid, physical assistance, and respite. Unfortunately,

however, the present measures failed, to capture perceived

magnitude of support provision. Thus, the fact that friend's were

not reportedly superior to family in the provision of any one tl¡pe

probably belied their true importance to respondents. As it was,

friends seemed most frequently to be sought out for emotional

support, advice and information, and social participation.
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Table v. Percentage of Friends and Family
Providing Various Tlrpes of Support

to Mothers

Support Providing Providing
Adj usted
chi - sqaure s19.

Emotional
Support

81. 3 85.0 0.38

Materi a I
Aid

4'7.L L'7 .7 23.64 .001

Advice and 59.4
I nf ormat ion

64.6 0.55

Physical
As s i stance

55.5 4r.6 4.50 .05

Socía1 Par- 42.6
t ic ipation

51.3 L ,67

Respite 59.4 32.7 L'7 .48 .001

Ànalysis of frequency of contact d'ata suggested that

respondents maintained fairly regn:lar contact vtith most netv¡ork

members. of 268 contacts cited, fully 78% were described. as having

at least biweekly contact with a respondent. Às expected,

frequency of contact with family was somewhat greater than that

with friends (see table vI). Interestingly, though, the effect

disappeared when only female contacts were considered (ie', when

analysis ignored the "daiIy" contact with husbands). Thus, f ri-ends

cLearly fignrred prominently in the pattern of daiLy life.
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Table VI . Number of Friends
Five Frequency of
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and Family Cited in each of
Contact Categories

EverY 2

Daily WeekIy weeks
Less than Row

Monthly monthlY Tota1

Fr iends

Fami ]y

t2

L3l3

20

t8

39

5556

113

155

268CoIunn
Total

25353894It\

Chi-Square = 16'05, P < .01

Netvrork members having the most frequent contact with

respondents were likely to be among the most dimensional support

providers. glhen all contacts were considered frequency of contact

showed a strong, positive association with support ôimensionality

(KendalL!sTauc=.357,P(.001).Therelationshipwasequally
strongwhenfriendsandfamilymemberswereconsideredseparately
(Friends: KendaII's Tau C = '328, p < '001"; Family: Kendall's Tau

c = .356, p < .001).
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chaptex Five

Discussion and conclusions

5.1 fntroduction

As mentioned, the present study, while having the

general requirement to yield defensible findings, was first of all
mandated to provide an experience in applied research. One can

appreciate that this poses certaÍn challenges to the discussion of

findings, since from the student's point of view whaÈ is found, so

to speak, derives as much from research process as data, if not

more so.

Section 5.2, then, provides a discussion on the actual

findÍngs of the study itself. Section 5.3 describes areas of the

studentts learning, as they relate to the implementation of

applied, family research in a human service setting. Section 5.4

d.iscusses areas of learning specifically having to do with the

measurement and anaLysis of social networks and social support.

5.2

As survey data were reviewed, recurring thenes in the

nature of successful familiesr networks emerged. Most conspicuous

was that the nunbe r of supportive contacts tended to be quite

sma]l. This finding was consistent with previous research, and

conventional wisdom, which argnres that home care of a disabled

child implies at l-east some degree of social isolation on the part

indinqs Relatinq to Socia1 Ne
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of principal caregivers, success notwithstanding.

At the same time, however, there was no complementing

evidence to suggest that the sum of support itself was modest, or

that the families enjoyed only marginal freedom in determining the

composition and function of supportive networks. Quite the

contrary. For a start, almost without exception mothers stated

that the majority of their closest contacts were other wonen. Many

of these were longtime friends. But some were new friends; and

quite a few were new family--close affiliations established with

husbandst mothers and sisters. Most mothers, in fact, reported

having established close contacts shortly prior or subsequent to

the birth of the chitd. Thus, in the present sample it could

clearly not be said that a gradual distancing from friends and

family had occurred.

rn addition, the support itself seemed neither limited

in type nor infrequently extended. In the majority of cases,

successful families were the recipients of all manner of support

tlpes. And the families were apparently able to maintain regular

contact with most support providers--most regular, in fact, with

those persons providing the greatest variety of support.

Successfuf families' networks were thus typicalLy smaIl,

and abundant in support provision. But beyond that, the structures

seemed to be acconnodating important specializattons. Mothers!

mean total network density, for example, was high--a not unusual

finding in families providing sole care for handicapped children'

However, mean density of friendship networks was quite low.
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the finding is an intriguing one. on the one hand, the

sheer logistics of caring for a substantially disabled. child at

home would seem to mititate against the this kind of structure'

The demands of parentingf in such circumstances are considerable;

and thus opportunities to make casual friendships, and maintain

association with an array of persons not known to one another must

be few. on the other hand, though, Ioosely knit friendship

netvJorks have been associated with posítive adjustment to events

requiring substantial l-if e change (see Wilcox 1981). Explanations

for this are various, but most emphasize the role which casual

contacts play in providing novel advice and information. By

extension, in their study noted earlier Kazak and Marvin (ibid. )

report an inverse relationship between parents' netvtork density

and self-reported stress, thus showing that a high degree of

enmeshment in networks nay actually be matadaptive for farnilies

with handicapped children at home.

It seems reasonable to suggest, then, that Iow densíty

in friendship networks provides an advantage to families with a

handicapped child at home, and furthermore that this trait is only

achievable by directed effort. Kazak's research suggests that the

natural tendency is for familÍes to witness progressive eruneshment

in friendship networks from the point of the childrs birth onward.

In contrast, the families interviewed for the present stud'y

described structures which in this dimension were fairly similar

to those of families with nonhandicapped children.

A second, apparently identifying feature of successful
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families was unusually high spousal boundary density in both total

and fami-Iy netvrorks. The finding is d.if f icult to interpret. Kazak

has suggested that high boundary density evolves from the sâme

factors which lead to sma1l netv,rork sj.ze; that is, the casual ties

kept separately by each spouse may be vulnerable to neglect, as

caregiving demands force socj-aI networks to become smaller. on the

face of it the arqì.unent seems reasonable. But it is interesting

that the phenomenon is exaggerated in the case of successful

families. when comparisons were made to Kazak's and wilcox' (1984)

findings (see TabLe fv.) spousal boundary density of successful

families was found to be significantly greater than that of a

random sample of families caring for children with spina bifida.

This is not something we would expect j-f high boundary density was

primarily an outcome of social isolation.

Most mothers reported having frequent contact with

family and friends. This suggests that high spousaL boundary

density is much more a product of mothers' free will than it is'

simple, unhappy fate. This is corroborated by mothers' scores on

support acquisition and mobitization measures. Mothers are clearly

playing a strong role in determining the architecture and

membership of their supportive networks. High spousal boundary

density may serve to strengthen the spousal subsystem. But other

possibilities may exist as weII . It may be that the cultivation of

linkages with in-laws facilitates balance in relationships with

persons whose everyday assistance mothers would require as a

natural matter of course.
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Within so focussed a study it is difficult to derive

gIobal recommendations for practice. It is noteworthy, however,

that this sample of successful families was distingnri'shed neither

by high income nor minor degree of impairment in the disabled

chíId. At this early stage, the research seems to suggest that

characterj-stics of family functioning and orqanization play a far

more prominent role in families' abllity to adjust successfully to

the birth of a developmentally delaYed child.

This in itself should inform practice. A traditionaL

view holds that the birth of a developmentally disabled child is
an intrinsically negative life event, whose pernicious effects are

determined by a combination of the nature and severity of the

chil-dts impairment, and personal- attributes of coresident family

members. In contrast to this view, the present study suggests that

the birth of developmentally disabled child can be a largely

positive event, as long as the family is broadly cable of

responding adaptively to the circumstance. \'lorkers in the fie1d,

therefore, should be at least as attuned to family coping style as

to specific psychological effects on individual family members.

lvluch more could be learned about these findings in a

cross sectional survey, where degree of family adjustment bras

assesseò after the fact. Às interesting would be a longitudinal

study of successful families with disabled children. As it is,

while it is possible to generate hypotheses on the ways in which

supportive netvJorks contribute to family strength, more needs to
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be learned about the evolution of the structures described here.

There is littl-e question that the subject matter is vrorth the

effort. To be sure, we know a very great deal about the

consequences of failed parenting of disabled children. What is

clearly needed now is for us to learn more from those families who

are coping with the causes.

5.3 Practicum outcomes: Research Process

5.3.1 Maintaininq fnvestment of Agency/Goverrunent Personnel

It leas surprising to discover within the setting of a

complex human service, a setting as much influenced by polltical

process as the rules of the helping professions, that it r^ras

possible to implement a study whose findings could be generalized.

To an important extent this was due to our having access to a

sampling frame of high guality. In addition, the study was not

designed as a conventional sunmative evaluation. The intent of the

study was to provide broad, comparative case-styled data on the

experiences and characteristics of a particular group,

notvrithstanding its involvements with any specific service

provider, WhiIe respondents' experiences with the helping system

were recorded, the actual impact of services vras not measured.

Thus the study had largely formative implications for the agencY.

Beyond this, the skitl of agency staff, their

willingness to provide assistance to the study, and high quality

of agency records all provided cond.itions favourable to the

performance of applied research. It was safe to assume that the
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success of the research project would depend on the degree of

i:nvestment of various government officiars and agency staff ' At

the outset, however' I was largely unaware of the general

condittons upon whtch that investment v¡ou1d rest' lnitially' I

belj-eved that a research project would only be accepted in the

field if it could be shov'n that its findings might have d'irect and

immediate application to servtce delivexy' 1 believed that the

project would need to provtde Products normally associated with

management consultants' a systematic iôentiftcation of problems in

programrning ' for example ' or the creatton of a permanent

management information system '

rnstead, establishrng v¡orking relationships in the fielð

was much more a matter of maintaining simple goodwill' Being

directly acquainted witb the population of tnterest to the study '

government staff were keenly tnterested in the studyrs more

theoretical findings' as well as those focussing on ttle service

system' Retaining their assistance' which for their part involved

no minor inconvenience, was thus largely a matter of extending

commorl courtesies ' It was inPortant ' for example ' to show an

understanding of bureaucratic process, such as when derays

resulted from the need to confirm certain official approvals' It

was also impottant that the team show an understandlng of Child

Development clinic and government poricies. Às an example ' a

complex protocol was devised to ensure that the samPltng process

would never violate agency regulations regaròing client

conf identi alitY '
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Above all, the ability of the team and agency staff to

function together on the study rested on clear mutual

understandings as to the intent of the study, the scheduling and

assignment of tasks, and ownership of data. Throughout the study

there was never confusion as to workload issues. c.D.c. staff

appreciated knowing at the outset precisely what their involvement

would entail. And none of the activities of the research team was

ever unannounced. Further, C.D.c. staff kne$¡ weII in advance what

questions wou1d. be asked of respondents, and how, and under what

general conditions, findings would be disseminated'

Beyond these pxeparations, it greatly benefited the

study's design to incorporate staff's trained judgrments. ongoing

consultation enhanced the stud.Y's credibility, thereby preventing

it from ever being viewed as an extraneous event in the agency.

Most important, experienced field workers provided valuable advice

on the design of certain of the study's measures - -partÍculaxly

those having to do with the local service system--and offered

useful suggestions on interviewing.

5.1.2 Pretesting

The elaborate pretesting process was very instructive,

both as a general educational exercise, and as an aid to the study

itself. As discussed, pretesting was done in three stages: first

within the team, then with an opportunistic sampte of friends and

families, and finally with young parents of disabled children.

The intent of the exercise was to screen for areas of
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weakness in the questionnaire, and to provide students with an

opportunity to practice administering the large measure.

Pretesting focussed on three broad aspects of the survey. The

first was size. The team agreed that the first draft omnibus

measure was so lengthy that it had the potentj-al for straining

subjects' abitity to provide considered responses. At the same

time, though, there was very little in the l-iterature to suggest

which dimensions of family and extended social life might be

comparatively unimportant to the success of parenting, in the

sample in question. with the team not beinq willing to relinquish

many of the measures, therefore, it became necessary to find time

efficiencies.
The questionnaire was Èo be administered to both parents

simultaneously. one large section, focussing on the famil-iest

experiences with the formal helping system and on the impact of

the child on family life, actually required parents to pool their

judgments, and provide a collaborated response' This gave

interviewers a chance to experiment with various techniques of

coordinating interviews. In the simulatj-ons respondents provided

substantive feedback on interview process, in particular on the

extent to which interviewers were able to focus them on their

tasks and avoid highlighting obvious tj'me constraints and/or

influencing interviewsr content.

During pretesting, certain other time saving measures

were introduced. Print styles and Layouts were changed. For

certain questions tn the network survey, vtritten instructions were
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provided. For one question asking respondents to rank a large

nr¡mber of items, a playing card system t¿ras utilized. Throughout

the pretesting process, team members timed the surveys, taking

note of the duration required to complete each scale. Respondents

were each asked how they felt the length of the measure had

affected their performance .

The second focus of pretesting had to do $rj-th the

ordering of measures. There was a challenge in organizing the

questionnaire in such a !,ray as to provide logical. transitions from

one scale to the next. To every extent possible, scales were

arranged such that respondents considered first themselves, the

child in question, and then increasing widening social systems.

Each scalets potential for mood induction was considered. Ànd

certain potentially reactive measures were left tov.rards the end. of

the questionnaire.

FinaIIy, pretesting resulted in adjustments to certain

measures which had. been prepared for the study. Tt was believed

initially that pretesting vrould have its greatest impact in this
area. A whole range of scales requested information on the local

service delivery system, Since much of this system exists in the

volunteer service sector, j.t was expected that pretesting would

serve the function of actually generating a large portion of the

items. As it turned out, the existing l-iterature and information

gathered prior to pretesting all-owed a fairly comprehensive

measure to'be constructed. Administration revealed certain areas

of unclarity, however. Some were minor. one item, for exampLe,
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requested a l-isting of "services receivedrr. Ìn the original, the

lines beneath the questj-on were nu¡nbered.. This left respondents

with the j-mpression that they were required to identify a fixed

number of services. One question asking about disabilities of

family members left it unclear as to whose rrrelation was being

ídentified. For a series of questions dealing with family needs,

it became evident that respondents would need constant promPts to

ensure that their answers were framed around the present.

Some interesting issues arose out of two questions which

asked respondents to rate the various services they had received.

In some cases, respond.ents were hesitant to attach a rating to
services which were vitatly needed, but delivered poorly (e9., a

school bus whose schedule is j-nconvenient). conversely, some

respondents remarked that certain grossly deficíent services had

had positive aspects in that they employed a particuLar, exemplary

service provider. In the end, respondents in the study were asked.

to report an overview impression of each service, noting extra,

explanatory information (or caveats) adjacent to the rating scal-es

provided. The procedure seemed to reassure respondents that their

ratings would neither understate the value of needed services, in

their ideal forms, or incriminate good staff of substandard

programs ,

5.3.3 Implementation

For a number of reasons the tean wanted the interviews

to be administered within as brief a schedule as possible. It was
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important that we ensure the smaLlest possible inconvenience to

the agency, and also be able to report to gover nent in a timely

way. Beyond this, there vrere concerns about the potential for

history effects. During the period of the study/ the Province was

actively involved in an initiative to reduce the residential
population of a large facility serving mentally retarded adults.

rssues concerning the corrununi ty service sector were occasionaLLy

featured in the news, and thus there ltas concern that media

reportage might tend to focus some respondents' opinions on the

professional helping system. It nas also expected that through

self-help organizations, a good. number of respondents might happen

to know one another and discuss the study as we were performing

it.
The importance of having a brief implementation period.

only intensified the need for detaíled., preliminary planning. A

comprehensive schedule of tasks was prepared. The group then

considered responses to events which might potentially interfere

with the study. child. care costs for respondents were budgeted,

for example, as were travel costs, given the possibility that

sampling might yíeld out-of-town respondents. Early on, a

relatively minor clerical error (which delayed a critical mailout)

taught us that we should directly oversee a1I tasks not performed

by team members themselves.

The most significant challenge in administering the

questionnaires was in avoiding engaging vtith the familtes as a
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helper. Each familY expressed a need fox certain kinôs of

assistancei but at the salne time' having come into this need by

way of an essentiall-y random event' few had had any kind of

experience with social services' vtrtually every farnily asked

practical kinds of questions about the service system'

The questionnatre itself seemeô to crystalize

resPondentst thoughts on the impact of the birth of their disabled

child. Fevr, it seemed, had ever been queried on the effects that

caregiving had had on them personally' and on the Patterns ol

their familv Me' once asked' most resPonôed verv t.:::":j' *"

at length' A number of the respondents v'anted to connect with team

members as counsellors ' Ít t"'as often difficult on the one hand to

solicit a wiöe range of sensitive information' and then

essentially diffuse discussions by refocussing respondents on the

items of the questionnaire. At times, the needs of respondents

conflicted with the needs of the interview process ' Whenever this

seemed to be occurring, respondents were casually reminded that

their contributi'ons to the study coulð potentially influence

service destgn' and then assured' that lve could have an

unstructured discussion at the end of the interview'

In the original research design' mothers v¡ere identified

as the studYts prlnciple responôents ' l'lothers were to receive more

measures than fathers, in parttcurar measures focussing on social

neËworks and social support' marital satisfaction' and family

organization' This declsion was based on the frequent observation
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in family research that of all respondents' mothers tenô to

provide appraisals of family life which most closely parallel

those of impartial observers' For practtcal reasons' it was also

felt best that onlY one parent should complete all of the

measures, wtth the other caring fox the chlld durtng roughly the

second half of the interview'

once the interviews were underway ' however ' we found

that fathers were far better and certainlY more enthusiastic

corìmentators on family life than we had originally expected' Some

even commented on Èhe inherent unfairness of our design' Anô as it

turneô out, the children rarely interrupted the lnterview Process'

with most interviews being scheduled in tbe evening' most children

either slept or playeð guietly nearby' About halfway through the

interviews, then' vJe dectded to provtd'e adðitional measures to

fathers' Fathers who had been missed v'ere contacted a second' time'

It t¡tas interesting to observe which of the measures

tended to arouse sensitivities in respondents' originally it was

feared that some respondents would react negatively to measures of

marital satisfactlon and family functlontng' In the end' thouqbr

none of these turned out to be problematic' Both were placed at

the end' of the omnibus survey' and by the time respondents reached

them they seemed all but inured to personal questions' Instead'

the scales vrhich v'ere the most challenging to administer- -from the

standpoi'nt of mitigating reacttvtty- -were certain ostensibly

innocuous scales whtch happeneô to be administereð to both spouses
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at the same time. The most demanding was a scale which asked

spouses about the impact of the child's disability on the family.

None of the items was particularly intrusive. But in some cases,

certain items seemed to lever areas of disagfreement between

partners. In one instance a literal argument ensued, and as a

result partnersr answers came from a sort of negotiated

settlement, rather than consensus. In most cases partners arrived

at common answers wíthout difficulty. HovJever, the occastonal

conflict did highlight the importance of considering items for

their abilíty to arouse transactions.

5.4

Tlpica1 of survey research, data analysis revealed

certain areas of imperfection in the measures. As an example, in

the present study, as j-n many others, dimensionality was used as a

kind of proxy measure of the magnitude and quality of support

provided. Thus when family members were found to provide a greater

variety of support than did friends, the impression was left that

family contacts provided greater support overall' This might be

true, hor¡rever confirming it would have required a separate measure

of satisfacti-on with support from friends.

when the omnibus questionnaire was being prepared, the

team considered including the 20 item companion measure to the

PSS,/Fa, a questionnai-re which would have provided information on

perceived support from friends. The length of the larger

questionnaire required that the measure be dropped, however. Since
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this study was compLeted, a brief multifactor scale of perceived

support, showing strong evidence of validity and reliability, was

developed. The 12 item MSPSS (Zimet et aI . 1988) would' have

allowed perceived support of both friends and family to be

examined in relation to dj-mensionality findings. À separate

factor, ttsigníficant othertr, would. have allowed husbands (who

were typically said to provide all support types) to be excLuded

from analysis altogether.

The study would also have benefited from a more focussed

investigation of support avaitability' ResPondents were asked

whether they lived inside or outside of \'linnípeg. The question is

inadequate, however, in that given the intense caregiving d.emands

experienced by parents, even minor physical distances might well

make contact with friends and family difficult, particularly if

the nature of contact was perceived by parents to be optional,

that is, not directly related to caregiving, emplol¡ment ' ol the

maintenance of a household. A simple question on whether families

wished they had greater contact with network members might have

produced interesting findings.

A n\.¡mbe r of strategies were found to be useful to the

present study. To begin with, there was clear advantage in

measuring a wide spectrum of associated constructs, from

satisfacti-on with support to various structural elements of social

support networks. Much of the clinical literature suggests that

the most valuable dimension of social support is recipient's
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subjective appraisal of its quality and abundance. The present

study's findings, however, corroborate the less widely heLd vier^,

that beyond perception, certain rather subtle, structural aspects

of support networks may confer important advantages as well.

with such an ecLectic questionnaire, there was al-so

clear advantage in including measures which had been used in prior

clinical research. As Tardy (1985) and others have noted, the ¡nost

unfortunate quality of the network literature is its lack of

clearly defined, theoretical and methodological traditions. In the

present study, certain of the more interesting findings resulted

from simple replication of methods used by Kazak and Wilcox

(1984) .

I initially had some concern about collecting such a

great volume of data on the many members of respondentst networks.

Had no trends emerged from the data, it wouLd have been a

tremendous v.raste of time to administer the principle network

instrument. As it turned out, however, the measure captured some

interesting comparatj-ve case findings. In addition, it allowed for

a fairly detailed examination of mothetsr network members as a

separate population, a procedure which had actually not been

intended at the studyrs outset.

It was a very worthwhile exercise to administer the

measures in person, rather than through the mail. The experience

gave important meaning to the concept of face validity. \,lhile it
was never explained to respondents which constructs of support

netrrorks were being measured, respondents usually unearthed them,
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and in the course of completing the measures provided feedback

which turned out to be fairly astute in relation to the final

findings. As an example, a number of the respondents co¡nmented

that recording !'support types adjacent to each network member (to

provide data on dimensionatity) was not as important as

identifying the value or meaning of support' Some noted, for

example, that certain f riend's provided only one t]¡pe of support

(eg.,socialization),butthatthatonecommoditywasimmeasurably

essential to their well being.

conversely, a number of respond'ents f ound' it a revealing

exercise to complete the density matrix (a scale which I had

originally thought would yield little of value) ' Creating a

pictorialdisplayoftherelationshipsbetv,eenfriendsandfamily
members, a number of respondents made observations si'milar to

those of wilcox (1981), that is, that there v'ere certain positive

aspects to the separation of f riend's and family'

This informal feedback is essential to what can

occasionally be a fairly detached, clinical exercise' Initially'

my preference had been to somehow incorporate into the study

techni-ques of conventional participant observation, similar to

those used by Bregman (1980) in her research into families with

disabled children. what I learned from this study was that much of

whatthesetechniquescanyieldcanbeachievedinthecontextof
a conventional survey, given a conducive setting, detailed

planning, and a series of questions which genuinely derive from

the needs and experiences of respondents'
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ÀPPENDIX 1:

SURVEY ON SOCIÀL NEIWORKS
ÀI{D SOCI'ÀI, SI'PPORT

]NSTRUCTIONS FOR TNTERV]EWERS

f) SupplY general, introductorY informqtion to both father and'

;;ti't.;, ie., "ih's questionñaire asks that you provide
lnformåtion about the people who are available to you, and who
you would go to' in times of stress..."

Provide questionnaire (page 98) to father, and guestionnaire
(page 99) to mother.

Direction to father: I'wríte the name of each such person
beside the approPriate category (ie.,
'familyt , !friendst , or 'profession-
alsr)."

Direction to mother: Same as above, adding "' "and' answer
the next five questions about each
person listed. "

Notes:

- Tndicate that names are not to be entered in any particular
;;ã;;; ãrr tn"t is necessarv is that theY be contained within
the appropriate categories.

- Indicate that if a professional helper happens to have
initially been a peisonal friend, or is a family member,
ãnãz¡rà sÍrould be tisted in either of the categories rtfriends"
ãi i,iamily,,, T,he category rtprof essional't is to be used only ir
iñe event- of relationÁtrips wtrich are solely the products of
piãtessional, service delivery-recipiency transactions'

2) Provide questionnaire (page L00) and ttre accompanying
i"iti"ãtio"s (pages 101 and 102) to mother. rndicate that the
rðws ot tt¡is qüeétionnaire are intended to be continuous with
those of the former.

3) Provide PSS,/Fa (pages L03 and L04) to mother.
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While PSS,/Fa is being completed, take mother's first
questionnaire (page éS) aña transpose list of network members
€o blank matrix (page 105) in the following fashion:

name 4

Tr-il-fi-il

Using the matríx as a questionnaire, ask mother to place check
Ã"iiÃ i"ai.ating "any kin¿ ot ongoing relationship which might
exist between the peópÌe who have been listed.'' She would
normally start with the first name in column one, and move
across ihe row; then move to the second name in column one,
and so on. check marks are to be restricted to nonshad'ed
areas.

iTTTTTTTT
illllllll
lllililll
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]NSTRUCTIONS

Cotumn 1) Using only the letter 'a' to'f indicate the types of
support you would noxmally receive from each person,
acèàrding to the following descriptions:

a) EmotÍonal support - someone Iistening to your private
EfõusE€E-ãã-T e eTi nqs regarding a stressfuL event and/or
giving you PhYsical affection.

b) Ivlaterial aid support - someone lending you money or the
use-ãI somê- vaI[ãEIã object like a car or an appliance
during a stressful event.

c) Àdvice and informatign - someone st¡ggesting v'hat to do or
@f ornation during a stlessful event.

d) Physical assis!44qe - someone helping with jobs around'
Efã-Eõ[se-;ranãt or favours you might need during a
stressful event.

e) Social participation - someone offering you the
ffie in preasant social activities
during a stressful event.

f) Respite - someone occasionally taking charge of your
responËibilities at home, so you can attend to tasks on
your oltn or enjoy some time at recreation.

You may need to mark down more than one letter per person,
but please mark at least one.

column 2) Write in the nunber which best describes how suPport is
shared between you and each person you have listed. The
iTypes' os suPport you share are unimportant herei You are
simpty answering:

"For the most Part...

1) "I provide aII of the support in my relati.onship
with this person '

2) ttI provide more support to this person than
she,/he provides to me.

3) "This person and I give each other about equal
amounts of support.
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4)

5)

1fl?

"This person provides more support to me than T

provide to her/him.

"This person provides aII of the support in my

relationship vtith her/him.

vou feel this person keeps you from.ch+ngil
incomfortable, inftuences you negatively,column 3) Place an r! X'r if

(makes you feel
keeps you stuck)
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Directions: The statements vrhich f ol-Iow refer to feelings and
;;F;i;;;¿" which occur to most peoPle at one time or another in their
iãiãiion"itips with their familieË. For each statement there are three
possible an;wers: yes, No, oontilknow. Please circle the answer you
choose for each item.

YeS

Yes

No

No

Don't know

Dontt know

Donrt know

Don't knovJ

No Donrt know

Dontt know

Don I t knot¡t

Don' t knor.,

Don't know

L. My family gives me the moral support I need

2. f ge!- good ideas about how to do things or
make things from mY familY.

3. Most people are closer to their family than I
am.

4. When I confide in the members of my family who
are closest to me, I get the id.ea that it
makes them uncomfortable.

5. My family enjoys hearing about what I think'

6. Members of my family share many of my
interests,

7. certain members of my family come to me when
they have problems or need ad'vice.

8. I rely on my family for emotional supPort.

9. There is a member of my family I could go to
if r were just feeling down, t¡tithout feeling
funny about it later.

IO. My family an I are very open about what vJe

think about things.

11. My family is sensitive to my personal needs.

12. Members of my family come to me for emotional
support .

L3. Members of my family are good at helping me
solve problems.

14. I have a deep sharing relationship with a
number of members of mY familY.

15. Members of my family get good ideas about how
to do things or make things from me.

16. When f confide in me¡nbers of my family, it
makes me uncomfortable .

Yes No Donrt know

Yes No Don't know

Yes

YeS

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

YeS

YeS

Yes No Don't know

No

No

No

No

No

No

No Don't know

Yes No Don't know

Yes No Dontt know

Yes No Don't know
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Yes No Ðon't know 17. Mernbers of my family seek me out for
companionship.

yes No Donrt know 18. I think that my family feels that Ilm good at
helPing them solve Problems '

Yes No Don't know 19. I don't have a relationship with a member of-- *V tamify that is as close as other people's
rãtationsnips with family meribers '

Yes No Don't know 20. I wish my family were much different'
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APPENDIX 2:

ÀIiICILLåRY SI'RVEYS IITILIZED

INFORMATION ON CHILD(REN) IN FAMILY WITH D]SÀBILIW

First name of child dob -- sex 

-
w/rr'rî/dd

what disability best describes this child.?

_ developmental delaY

_ cerebral palsy

- 

emotíonal disturbance (eg', hfperkinetic)

_ epílepsy

_ hearing loss

_ vision loss

_ autism

_ mental retardation

_ physical disabilitY

other . . . specifY

don't know

In your view:
To vrhat extent witl this child's disability affect his,/her
mental- or intetlectual development?

not at al-l mildly moderateLy severely

To what extent vrill the disability affect physical
developnent?

not at aII mildly moderateLy severely

To what extent will ongoinql medical attention be requíred?

no need some need moderate need severe need
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How much assistance will this child require over the years to
perform everyday activities like eating, bathing, toileting?

very little a moderate anount frequent constant-1 2 3 4
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FAMILY INFORMÀTION :

Famlly ttT)e: two parent 
- 

sinqle parent 
1;

- "tiãrãã;- 
- bleñdãã 

- 

extended 
I.

- 
UiofogicãT--l 

- 

adoPtive :t
:::

please list ALL FAMILY MEMBERS ltvj.ng in your-house, their ÀGES' 
::

¡pUCnffON and v¡hether or not they are EMPLOYED ' 
::

DoNoTcoUNTYoURFAMILYIiIEIIBERWITIIAD]SABILITYTNII{IS'L]'STB1JII .

REMEMBER TO INCLUDE VõUnSËlr. -Þlease onLv wrire down the family '.

rnember's relationshiP to the disabled p-e-ison (mother' father'
äirf,,-uioltãi, qrandmother, etc.) No NAI'{ES PLEASE' ::

Emp
Ioyed

Status
Employed Not

TT

whatwasthetotaltaxab}efamilyincome].astyear11985)of
primary wage earner=-ï" lã"i r'ãu-serrora (please check one only)

$ o-9,999 
-t39,ooo-39'999- 

õ io, oóó - 1e, eee 
- l19,ooo - 4e 

' 
eee

ão,ooo - 29,999 
- 

çso,ooo ox more

What is the Posta1 code area of your home?
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WHEN WE FACE PROBLEMS OR DIFFTCULTÌES IN OUR FAM]LY' WE RESPOND

BY:

L2345
Strongly Moderately Neither Agree Moderately Strongly
lisaoiãå r'isaoree - r¡or ots"oree lqree nqree

1. Sharing our difficulties with relatives'

2. Seeking encouragement and support from friends'

3. Knowing we have the power to solve major problems '

4. Seeking ínformation and advice from persons. in-
ãtner iamities who have faced the same or similar
problems .

5. Seeking advice from relatives (grandparents' etc')'

6. Àsking neighbours for favours and assistance'

'7. Seeking assistance from community agencies and

;;ã;;"ñ= designed to help families in our sttuation'

8. Accepting that we have the strength within our own

familY to sol-ve our Problems '

9. Accepting gifts and favours from neighbours (e'9.'
food, taking in mail, etc.)'

10. Seekj-ng information and advice from the family
doct-or .

11.

]-2,

13.

14.

15.

.LO.

rt.

Facing problems trhead-on" and trying to get
solutions right awaY.

watching television.

Showing that vte are strong.

Attending church services.

Accepting stressful events as a fact of life'

Sharing concerns with close friends'

Knowing luck plays a big part- in how we}l we

are able to solve familY Problems'
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18. Accepting that difficulties occur unexpectedlY '

19. Doing things with relatives (get-togethers'
dinners, etc. ).

20. Seeking professional counsellinq and help for family
diff iculties .

21,. Believing we handle our own problems'

22. Participating in church activities'

23. Defining the family problem in a more Positive
way so th.t we ¿o nol become too dtscouraged'

24. Askinq relatives hovJ they feel about problems we

face.

25 , Feeling that no matter v¡hat we do to Prepare ' r're

will hãve d.if f iculty handling problems '

26. Seeking ad.vice from a minister'

27, Believing if we wait long enough, the Problem will
go away.

28. Sharing problems with neighbours'

29. Having faith in God.
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Listed below are a numhr of statements -concerning 
persona]

attitudes and traitsi'ãããa'ã"ãit-iiãm an¿ decide whether the
statement is true "t'f;i:; ãt-Ït-pãitã1ns to vou personarrv and

circle either T or F'

T F l-. I never hesitate to go out of my way to help
someone in trouble '

T F 2. It is sometimes hard for me to go on with my work
- if I am not encouraged'

T F 3. f have never j-ntensely dislikeð someone '

T F 4. on occasion f have doubts about my ability to
succeed in life '

TF5.fsometimesfeelresentfulwhenldonttgetmyway.
T F 6' If I could get into a movie without paying for it

and be sure r was not seen' I would probably do it'

T F "7. There have been times v¡hen I felt like rebelling
.g.i.t"t*pã"õiã--i"-ã"tttority even though r knew thev
were right '

T F 8. I can remember ltplaying sick'r to get out of
something .

T F g. There have been occasions when I took advantage of
someone.

Ilm always willing to admit when T mad'e a mistake'

I always try to practice what f preach'

f dontt find it particulary difficult to get along
wiin fo"A mouthed, obnoxious people'

T F 13. I am always courteous' even to people who are
disagreeable '

T F 14. r never make a long trip without checking the
safety of mY car '

T F 15. There have been times when I have been quite
jealous of the good fortune of others'

TFT6.fhavealmostneverfelttheurgetotellsomeone
of.f .

TF:..l.Isornetimesthinkwhenpeoplehaveamisfortune
they onlY got what theY deserved'

T F 10.

T F 11.

T F T2.




